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Abstra t

A real photon has a dual nature, as a pointlike elementary parti le and as a qq u tuation,
in the latter ase often with hadron-like properties. Therefore high-energy p intera tions
have a ri h and not yet well explored stru ture. In this paper, we propose a onsistent
formulation, whi h is based on a subdivision of the total ross se tion into three distin t
event lasses: dire t, VMD and anomalous. The VMD lass, in its turn, ontains the
sub lasses familiar from hadron{hadron physi s. Within this approa h, we al ulate all
the partial ross se tions. Many other aspe ts of the event lasses are also onsidered,
su h as proton and photon stru ture fun tions, jet rates and beam remnant stru tures. A
major r^ole is played by two distin t transverse momentum ut-o s ales, whi h separate
the lasses. When all the ingredients are put together, we obtain a detailed model for
photoprodu tion events. In order to test this approa h, we also propose several alternative
s enarios, ea h of whi h emphasizes di erent aspe ts of the photon. Predi tions are
presented for HERA events.
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1 Introdu tion
The photon has a ri h stru ture, whi h still is poorly explored. Alternative des riptions
may be attempted, for the photon itself and for the events that result in the intera tion
between a real photon and a hadron. We have proposed one approa h in Ref. [1℄, whi h
will be presented in detail in the urrent paper.
Previous des riptions of p intera tions and their (hadroni ) nal states an be divided
into two lasses.
1. The ve tor-meson-dominan e (VMD) approa h [2℄ emphasizes the hadroni omponent of the photon [3℄, i.e. that an original `bare' photon may u tuate into a ve tor
meson state V , $ V , and undergo intera tions (almost) ex lusively through its
ve tor-meson omponent. The main aim of this approa h has been the des ription
of soft (low-p?) physi s, namely the total N ross se tion and photoprodu tion of
ve tor mesons. Fixed-target photoprodu tion is rather well des ribed by VMD, i.e.
N and N events are losely similar. Signi ant di eren es only appear at the top
end of the p? range a essed at xed-target energies [4℄. These deviations may be
interpreted as eviden e for dire t intera tions of the pointlike bare photon.
2. More re ent work is triggered by the prospe ts of high-energy p intera tions at
HERA [5, 6℄. Here the interest fo uses on the perturbatively al ulable high-p?
physi s, i.e. on the produ tion of jets, high-p? single parti les, et . Two kinds of
pro esses ontribute to the high-p? ross se tions: (i) dire t photon pro esses, where
the photon ouples dire tly to the partons within the proton, and (ii) resolved photon pro esses, whi h des ribe s atterings between partons in the photon and partons
in the proton.
The (QCD-evolved) parton distribution fun tions (PDFs) of the photon are extra ted from two-photon physi s [7℄. In su h a pro edure the origin of the photon
PDFs is wiped out, i.e. there is no way to tell whether the PDFs des ribe a hadronlike or a pointlike photon [8℄. Based on (s aling) VMD distribution fun tions, e.g.
F2 (x; Q2 ) = 0:2 (1 x), the prejudi e is that the VMD omponent ontributes
only to low-p? physi s [7℄.
Compared with the time when the VMD on ept was originally formulated, our understanding of hadroni physi s has in reased substantially. Experiments from low-energy
xed-target fa ilities up to high-energy pp olliders reveal a varied stru ture, ranging from
di ra tive and soft physi s to semihard pro esses and (rare) high-p? events. Though the
major fra tion of hadroni physi s annot yet be explained from rst prin iples, we do
have a su essful des ription that not only a hieves a smooth mat hing of soft and hard
physi s but also in ludes details su h as the multiple s atterings of partons.
Now, if the photon has a hadroni omponent, then it will also su er the same intera tions as a hadron. In other words, given the similarity of photon{hadron and hadron{
hadron intera tions at low energies, it is natural to expe t p pro esses to repli ate pp
or pp ones at omparable high energies, in luding e.g. the emergen e of high-p? physi s.
Therefore, to unravel the nature of the photon, we should rather sear h for p hara teristi s that go beyond those of pp. We are led to the following questions:
 Does the photon behave like a hadron in high-energy s atterings? Do we observe
the same pattern of elasti , di ra tive, minimum-bias (low-p?) and high-p? events?
 Photon intera tions are di erent from hadron ones, as indi ated by jet produ tion in
two-photon physi s [9℄ and xed-target high-p? produ tion [4℄. How an we de ne a
`bare' photon? How big is its ontribution, e.g. is it really negligible in soft rea tions
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as postulated in VMD? What nal states does it give?
 Is the dire t photon omponent the only di eren e? Theoreti ally, we expe t an
`anomalous' ontribution, i.e. the partoni ontent of the photon should di er from
that of a 0 . In lusively, this on erns the PDFs, ex lusively, the beam remnants
and the hadroni nal states.
 If the physi al photon an be in various states, how an we represent it without
double ounting and yet have a ontinuous mat hing of the di erent states and
their intera tions?
In our approa h, we provide a framework that an be used to give rst answers to all
the above questions. The intuitive photon pi ture that we have in mind is the following.
To rst approximation, a real photon is a fundamental pointlike parti le. Through its
dire t ouplings to quarks, however, it has the possibility to u tuate into a quark{
antiquark pair, Fig. 1. These $ qq u tuations may have di erent virtualities, as
roughly hara terized by the ommon p2? of the q and q with respe t to the photon
dire tion. When the virtuality is small the u tuation is long-lived. There is then time
for a loud of soft gluons to develop around the qq pair, and a ve tor meson wave fun tion
des ription may be a good approximation. This is the $ V transition postulated in
VMD. When the virtuality is larger, the u tuation is too short-lived to develop into an
ordinary hadroni state, although hard gluon emission may still o ur. In this latter ase,
a perturbative des ription is fully appropriate, while the VMD part of the photon must
be based on a non-perturbative phenomenologi al ansatz. In total, the photon thus has
three possible states to be found in: bare, V , and perturbative qq. Correspondingly, p
events may be lassi ed in three distin t lasses: dire t, VMD and anomalous.
In the following we rst develop our pi ture of the photon and subsequently that of
the event lasses. To spe ify our des ription of p intera tions we must
 derive parametrizations for all the partial (event lass) ross se tions in the model,
 de ne the subdivision of the photon stru ture fun tion into a VMD part and an
anomalous part,
 unitarize minijet ross se tions, i.e. allow for several parton{parton intera tions
within one event,
 extend the standard proton stru ture fun tions to small Q2 and/or small x s ales,
and
 dis uss all further details needed to go from simple parton-level ross se tions to
hadroni events that an be onfronted with data.
The obje tive is to provide a omplete pi ture of high-energy photon{hadron intera tions,
in the sense that all event lasses of non-negligible ross se tion are des ribed in reasonable
detail.
The development of the model was prompted by the re ent HERA workshop [6, 10℄ and
startup, but pre eded the appearan e of photoprodu tion results on total ross se tions
[11, 12℄ and event properties [13, 14℄. The data presented so far, while apable of ex luding
some extreme s enarios, is still not detailed enough to provide a full understanding of what
is going on. In order to promote further studies, we present results for our model and
for four alternative s enarios, pi ked so as to emphasize di erent aspe ts of the photon.
If these alternatives an be dis riminated, based on HERA data, we believe that photon
intera tions will be ome better understood.
The model is implemented in the Pythia/Jetset programs, where omplete events
an be generated. Other programs exist [15℄, but our approa h di ers from these in many
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respe ts and is far more omplete.
The plan of this paper is as follows. We start with our des ription of the physi al photon in se tion 2. In se tion 3 we dis uss some aspe ts of hadron{hadron physi s, whi h
we will have to make use of within the ontext of the VMD model. Se tion 4 ontains
a des ription of our new parametrizations of partial ross se tions. This dis ussion is
ontinued in se tion 5, where stru ture fun tions, jet ross se tions and transverse momentum ut-o s are introdu ed. The main model and the four alternatives are presented
in se tion 6, together with further details of the model. Results for HERA energies are
shown in se tion 7. Finally, some on lusions are given in se tion 8.
In all parts of this paper we will assume that the photon is real, i.e. that its virtuality
2
Q is negligible. For an ep ollider, this ould be ensured by an ele tron tagger, e.g. for
the region Q2  0:01 GeV2. In the region of larger Q2 we expe t a gradual breakdown of
the Q2  0 photoprodu tion ansatz, and a ontinuous transition towards a deep inelasti
s attering des ription.
2 The Physi al Photon
Phenomenologi ally, photon{hadron intera tions bear many remarkable similarities with
purely hadroni ones [3℄. This an be explained ifpthe physi al photon is a superposition
of a bare photon j B i and a hadroni omponent jhi,
(1)
j i = Z3j B i + p jhi ;
where Z3 = 1 2 assures the proper normalization of j i and is of O(1). The state
jhi must have the same quantum numbers as the photon, J P C = 1 ; Q = B = S = 0,
i.e. be a avour-diagonal ve tor meson. The aforementioned similarities between N and
hN intera tions imply that, at high energies, B N interap tions an only a ount for a
small fra tion of the total N ones: the smallness of the jhi omponent is more than
ompensated by an intrinsi ally mu h larger hN ross se tion.
The hypothesis of VMD is that the bare omponent j B i annot intera t at all with
hadrons. In its simplest formulation, VMD asserts moreover that the three ve tor mesons
0 , ! , and  are the sole hadroni onstituents of the photon, based on the observation
of their opious photoprodu tion. This gives
p jhi =
e
jV i :
(2)
f
q

X

V =0 ;!; V

The in lusion of heavier onstituents is referred to as generalized ve tor dominan e (GVD).
The VMD/GVD formulations are intended to be appli able, with trivial extensions,
also for timelike and spa elike photons. However, the behaviour of the ross se tion for
e e (s), annot be a ommodated in VMD. In GVD an abundant
e+e ! hadrons, had
spe trum of higher-mass states is required, whi h reates problems in the des ription of
deep inelasti s attering. The improved parton model, on the other hand, ni ely predi ts
e e (s) from rather small energies onwards. In the deep inelasti s attering (DIS) regime
had
it is diÆ ult to obtain a good VMD/GVD des ription of the s aling phenomenon. There
again a parton des ription is more attra tive. Augmented by perturbative QCD, also the
logarithmi deviations from s aling are well explained.
On the other hand, the small-x and/or small-Q2 region (where x denotes the longitudinal parton momentum in the in nite momentum frame and Q2 the photon virtuality)
+

+
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is beyond the range of validity of the parton model [16℄. This `Regge domain' an be
des ribed (at least phenomenologi ally) in the framework of a hadroni photon. It was
thus onje tured long ago [17℄ that the two approa hes, VMD and the parton model, are
in fa t ompatible with and omplementary to ea h other. In this paper, we aim at su h
a marriage of the two des riptions:
1. We start with simple VMD, i.e. restri t the ve tor meson dominan e model to the
lightest states 0 , !, and . We emphasize that this is pure phenomenology, whi h,
however, provides a su essful des ription of photoprodu tion at low energies.
2. For the higher-mass ontributions we swit h from the hadron language to the parton
language. That is, rather than extending the sum in eq. (2) over heavier meson
states, as is done in GVD, we represent a high-mass hadroni u tuation of the
photon by a perturbatively al ulable quark{antiquark state jqqi. By virtue of
QCD orre tions, states with additional gluons and qq pairs are in luded: jqqgi,
jqqggi, jqqqqi, et .
3. Finally we demand a non-vanishing bare photon{nu leon intera tion, quite in ontrast to VMD, where su h intera tions are absent. It is well known that the lowmass, VMD ontributions a ount for only about 80% of the observed total p
ross se tion [3℄ (see se tion 4.2). In GVD, the missing ontribution is attributed
to heavier meson states. In our approa h, the high-mass ontribution is al ulated
perturbatively and, in fa t, does not fully explain the missing di eren e. We are
therefore led to a signi ant bare-photon intera tion rate.
We de ne the bare-photon intera tions as the intera tions of the photon with partons
in the proton. At large spa elike virtualities of the photon (Q2  5 GeV2 ) su h intera tions, in fa t, de ne the parton model of DIS. But in the photoprodu tion limit Q2 ! 0
also the F2em(x; Q2 ) ! 0, where F2em(x; Q2) = a=q;q e2q xfap(x; Q2 ) in the parton model.
It is therefore lear that we shall have to modify the PDFs if we want to maintain a
partoni view of the proton all the way to the photoprodu tion limit (see se tion 5.1).
One should be aware of some basi problems in the des ription of the photon. In
a p event, physi al observables are al ulated in terms of a onvolution of an internal
photon stru ture, an internal proton stru ture and a mutual intera tion. Often what
is put where is onvention. For instan e, in the standard des ription of deep inelasti
s attering, the photon and its intera tion are taken to be pointlike by de nition. Any
in uen e of $ V u tuations is put into the on ept of proton stru ture fun tions,
under the general heading of higher-twist e e ts. Un ertainties of this kind will have to
be borne in mind when assessing any photoprodu tion model.
Our ansatz is to split the spe trum of hadroni u tuations of the photon into a
e e (s) into
low- and high-mass part, just as one is used to split the des ription of had
one resonan e and one ontinuum region. The former part is based on phenomenology,
the latter on perturbative QCD. Here un ertainties arise mainly for the following three
reasons. Firstly, the low-mass part may ontain more stru ture than is des ribed by the
dis rete sum over three orthogonal ve tor mesons, either by a ontinuum ontribution
underneath the resonan e Breit{Wigner shapes or by o -diagonal ouplings between 0,
! and . Se ondly, perturbative QCD might not be valid down to the rather low s ale at
whi h the `high'-mass part starts, whi h in our model will turn out to have to be around
m  1 GeV. Finally, interferen e e e ts between the two regions are negle ted. It is
only experiment that an tell whether it is justi ed to split the mass spe trum in two
non- ommuting parts as des ribed above.
P

+
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We now arrive at the following representation of the physi al photon
e
e
j
V i + jqqi ;
j i = Z3j B i +
f
f
q

X

qq

V =0 ;!; V

where
Z3 = 1

!
e 2
fqq

!
e 2
fV

X

V =0 ;!;

(3)
(4)

(see also se tion 5.2).
In order that the above superposition is smooth and free of double ounting, we have to
introdu e s ales that separate the three omponents. The main one is p0 , whi h separates
the low-mass from the high-mass region, p0  m=2  0:5 GeV. Sin e it is the same qq
vertex that is responsible for the bare p intera tions, p0 is also the lower ut-o of the
photon{parton ross se tions. (We are on rmed in our ansatz by the observation that
this value of p0 results in the orre t size of the bare photon ontribution to the total p
ross se tion, see se tion 5.4).
The fa tor (e=fV )2 = 4 =fV2 gives the probability for the transition ! V . The
oeÆ ients fV2 =4 are taken to be 2.20 for 0, 23.6 for !, and 18.4 for , based on lowenergy ts [3℄. An element of un ertainty is that the fV2 oeÆ ients ome out di erently
depending on whether they are extra ted from e+ e annihilation (fV2 ) or from photoprodu tion of ve tor mesons (f^V2 ); what we use is the geometri al mean ( fV2 f^V2 ). Normally,
the fV2 are assumed to be energy-independent.
One annot expe t the superposition in eq. (3) to o ur in xed ratios for all proesses, however. Di erent N intera tions involve di erent time s ales and thus di erent
probabilities for the photon to be in a spe i state. The fV ouplings quoted above
imply that the photon an be found in its VMD state about 0:4% of the time, but the
ontribution from the `anomalous' high-mass u tuations depends on the typi al s ale 
of the intera tion
q

!
e 2
NC

fqq
2 3

2

X

q

e2q

!

ln

2
p20

!

;

(5)

where NC = 3 and q runs over the quarks that an be taken massless ompared with
The logarithmi in rease with  implies that the anomalous ontribution to the total
photoprodu tion ross se tion (  mV ) is less important than that to high-p? jet produ tion (  p?). Most of the time a photon is still a point parti le, 1 Z3  1. It is
only be ause the hadroni 0 p ross se tion is so mu h larger than the dire t p one that
most p ross se tions are dominated by the VMD and anomalous ontributions.
A fourth term in the photon wave fun tion is j`+` i, where ` = e,  or  . Its ontribution to 1 Z3 is entirely perturbatively al ulable, like eq. (5) with NC = 1, eq ! e` = 1
and p0 ! m`. Sin e the leptoni states would not undergo strong intera tions to leading
order, they an be safely negle ted in the following.
By virtue of the superposition in eq. (3) we are led to the model of p intera tions [1℄,
where three di erent kinds of events may be distinguished:
 Dire t events, Fig. 2a, wherein the photon intera ts dire tly with a parton from the
proton. The pro ess is perturbatively al ulable, and no photon stru ture fun tion
is involved. The typi al event stru ture is two high-p? jets and a proton remnant,
while the photon does not leave behind any remnant.

.
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 VMD events, Fig. 2b, in whi h the photon u tuates into a ve tor meson, predomi-

nantly a 0. All the event lasses known from ordinary hadron{hadron intera tions
may thus o ur here, su h as elasti , di ra tive, low-p? and high-p? events. For
the latter, one may de ne a (VMD) photon stru ture fun tion, and the photon also
leaves behind a beam remnant. This remnant is smeared in transverse momentum
by a typi al `primordial k?' of a few hundred MeV.
 Anomalous events, Fig. 2 , in whi h the photon u tuates into a qq pair of larger
virtuality than in the VMD lass. This pro ess is perturbatively al ulable, as is
the subsequent QCD evolution. It gives rise to the so- alled anomalous part of the
photon stru ture fun tion, when e our name for the lass. Only high-p? events may
o ur. Either the q or the q plays the r^ole of a beam remnant, but this remnant
has a larger p? than in the VMD ase, related to the virtuality of the $ qq
u tuation.
In terms of ross se tions, eq. (3) therefore orresponds to
p (s) +  p (s) :
(6)
totp (s) = dirp (s) + VMD
anom
This de omposition will be essential for the rest of the dis ussion.
It should be noted that the above subdivision is not the onventional one. Usually
the VMD and the anomalous ontributions are joined into one single photon stru ture
fun tion, whi h is used to al ulate the rate of high-p? events, so- alled resolved events.
(Ex eptions exist, see e.g. ref. [18℄.) The VMD event lass then expli itly ex ludes
high-p? events, i.e. is mainly made up of low-p? events. There are several reasons why
we avoid the onventional approa h. Firstly, this approa h does not respe t the known
similarities between photoprodu tion and hadroprodu tion. Se ondly, it is not possible
to smoothly join soft and hard p intera tions, owing to the la k of a physi al pi ture
of the photon su h as eq. (3). Thirdly, it is in onsistent to invoke VMD to des ribe e.g.
di ra tive rea tions su h as p ! 0 X , but negle t the partoni ontent of the ve tor
mesons. Finally, we expe t VMD and anomalous high-p? events to be di erent, e.g. with
respe t to beam remnant stru ture. Therefore they should not be joined in a resolved
photon stru ture fun tion.
We nally point out our predi tion of two fundamental s ales in p intera tions, in
ontrast with hadroni intera tions where there is just one. It is the two transverse
momentum ut-o s ales, here alled p0 and p?min .
 The p0 ut-o , already dis ussed, is to be applied to the $ qq vertex present in
all three event lasses. When p? < p0 the qq pair is assumed to build up a ve tor
meson, and we are ba k in the VMD model. Dire t and anomalous events therefore
are hara terized by p? > p0.
 The p?min ut-o , in the ballpark of 1.3 GeV, de nes the minimum p? of hard
parton{parton intera tions in hadroni events. It is assumed that below this s ale
an ex hanged gluon has a transverse wavelength that is larger than a typi al hadroni size, and that the gluon therefore only observes net olour neutral hadrons and
de ouples. This ut-o is determined from pp data and is dire tly appli able to
VMD events. A orresponding ut-o is also needed for anomalous events, but we
here ome up with a somewhat higher value, say 2.2 GeV, from p ross se tion onsiderations. This ould be interpreted as a smaller spatial extent for the anomalous
lass of qq u tuations than for the VMD one.
For pra ti al reasons both p0 and p?min are taken as sharp ut-o s, although the pi ture
we have in mind is one of smooth turn-o s at some hara teristi s ale.
6

3 Hadroni Physi s
3.1 Hadroni event lasses
In hadroni physi s, one is used to distinguish between several di erent event lasses,
su h as elasti , di ra tive and non-di ra tive events. These lasses then arry over to a
des ription of the VMD omponent of the photon intera tions.
The standard elasti pro ess V + p ! V + p here generalizes to the `VMD elasti '
pro ess
+p!V +p :
(7)
The `truly elasti ' (Compton) pro ess +p ! +p is of O( 2), ompared with the O( )
VMD pro esses, and an safely be negle ted in the following.
The VMD single and double di ra tive pro esses orrespondingly are
+p!V +X ;
(8)
+p!X +p ;
(9)
+ p ! X1 + X2 :
(10)
Further di ra tive event topologies are possible ( entral di ra tion et .), but these are
believed to be less important and are negle ted in the following.
The non-di ra tive event lass overs everything else, i.e. the generi pro ess
+p!X ;
(11)
where the system X is supposed not to ontain any large rapidity gaps, i.e. to be distin tive
from di ra tive events. The non-di ra tive omponent is often referred to as `minimumbias' events, although an experimentally de ned minimum-bias sample is likely to ontain
some ontamination from di ra tive events.
The non-di ra tive ross se tion for a generi pro ess A + B ! anything is de ned
from the equation
AB (s) =  (s) + 
tot
(12)
el
sd(AX ) (s) + sd(XB ) (s) + dd (s) + nd (s) ;
on e the other terms are known. Here el stands for elasti , sd(AX) and sd(XB) for single
di ra tive on the two sides, dd for double di ra tive and nd for non-di ra tive.
3.2 Minimum-bias events
The non-di ra tive, inelasti part nd (s) of the ross se tion ontains both events with
high-p? (`hard') jets and events without any visible hard jet a tivity.
To lowest order, the hard jet produ tion omes from 2 ! 2 pro esses su h as q+q0 !
q + q0 , q + g ! q + g and g + g ! g + g. The di erential event rate, as a fun tion of the
jet p?, is given by
k
dint =
2 ) fj (x2 ; 2 ) d^ij Æ p2 t^u^ ;
^
d
x
d
x
d
t
f
(
x
;

(13)
1
2
i
1
dp2? i;j;k
dt^ ? s^
where i and j label possible in oming partons taken from the two in oming parti les, and
k di erent allowed nal-state avour ontents. In this parton level language, ea h event
X

Z

Z

!

Z
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ontains two jets with opposite and ompensating p?; the in lusive jet rate therefore
is a fa tor of 2 larger. As s ale in stru ture fun tions we onventionally use 2 = p2?.
(Normally the s ale is denoted Q2, but we prefer 2 in this paper, sin e Q2 is already used
to denote the virtuality of the photon.)
If one introdu es a ut-o p?min , the integrated rate above this ut-o is given by
s=4 dint
2
(14)
hard (p?min ) =
dp2? dp? :
p?
For a reasonably large p?min value, one ould then subdivide minimum-bias events into a
part hard (p?min ) of events with hard jets, and a part soft (p?min ) = nd hard (p?min )
of `low-p?' events, without hard jet a tivity.
Sin e the di erential jet ross se tion diverges roughly like dp2?=p4?, hard is also divergent for p?min ! 0. For a small p?min value, this would lead to hard (p?min ) > nd (s) and
soft (p?min ) < 0, whi h seems to be a ontradi tion. However, one must remember that
hard gives the parton{parton ross se tion. Ea h of the in oming hadrons may be viewed
as a beam of partons, with the possibility of having several parton{parton intera tions
when the hadrons pass through ea h other. In this language, hni = hard (p?min )=nd (s) is
simply the average number of parton{parton s atterings above p?min in an event, and this
number may well be larger than unity. The mathemati al framework, whi h distributes
a varying number of intera tions per event and ensures soft  0, is traditionally alled
unitarization.
A number of problems would still arise if one tried to push p?min all the way to
zero. However, it is likely that some e e tive ut-o should be introdu ed simply be ause
the in oming hadrons are olour neutral obje ts: when the p? of an ex hanged gluon is
made small and the transverse wavelength orrespondingly large, the gluon an no longer
resolve the individual olour harges, and then the e e tive oupling is de reased. This
me hanism annot be predi ted by perturbative QCD but is also not in ontradi tion
with perturbative QCD al ulations, whi h are always performed assuming s attering of
free partons (rather than partons inside hadrons). Therefore p?min has to be onsidered
as a free parameter.
A rst determination of p?min was done in ref. [19℄. Based on studies of multipli ity
distributions in pp ollisions, a value in the range 1.5{2.0 GeV is obtained. For the urrent
work, we made a re t to pp ollider data [20℄, using the modi ed proton stru ture fun tions
to be dis ussed in se tion 5.1. In order to agree with the average harged multipli ity of
minimum-bias events, one needs to set p?min  1:3 GeV at 200 GeV and  1:45 GeV at
900 GeV. It is not lear whether the di eren e is signi ant, but in the following we have
assumed a slow logarithmi variation
ln(E m =200) :
(15)
p?min = 1:3 + 0:15
ln(900=200)
Similar ( onstant) values have been determined when the in rease of the pp total ross
se tion with energy is interpreted as a onsequen e of the in reasing minijet ross se tion
[21℄. This interpretation requires additional assumptions ompared with a simple multiple
intera tions s enario, su h as
(i) the value of soft (s) before unitarization,
(ii) the shape of the hadroni wave fun tion, and
(iii) the mat hing with some di erent physi s in the low-energy region, where tot is
Z
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min

de reasing with energy.
Therefore it is onvenient to fa torize the problem into one of determining tot (s), and
another of modelling multiple intera tions for a given nd (s), even if the two ultimately
may be related. In this paper we shall only be on erned with the se ond aspe t.
For the detailed modelling, we use the formalism des ribed in ref. [19℄. A few di erent
model variations are des ribed there. In the simpler version, intera tions at di erent
p? values are assumed to take pla e independently of ea h other, with a probability
distribution given by
(16)
P (p?) =  1(s) ddpint :
nd
?
This gives a Gaussian distribution in the number of intera tions that take pla e in a given
event. In parti ular, with an average number hni of intera tions per event, a fra tion
exp ( hni) of events will have no hard intera tions at all, and thus be `true' low-p? ones,
with beam jets and nothing else.
In a more sophisti ated s enario, intera tions are assumed to take pla e with varying
impa t parameter. Central ollisions are then assumed to lead to enhan ed a tivity, while
peripheral ones give redu ed a tivity. While roughly preserving the average behaviour, it
is thus possible to in rease the u tuations around this average. There is some eviden e
for a pi ture of this kind, but throughout this paper we have used the above simpler
s enario. It will be interesting to study the importan e of di erent multiple-intera tion
s enarios for photoprodu tion physi s, as dis ussed brie y in the next subse tion, but to
perform all the urrent al ulations for several alternatives would have arried too far.
Further details follow exa tly the same pattern as des ribed in refs. [19, 22, 23℄, and
we do not repeat them here. It should be noted, however, that many un ertainties do
exist in the modelling. For instan e, a proper treatment would require the introdu tion of
a joint stru ture fun tion for nding a parton i1 at x1 and a parton i2 at x2 inside one and
the same hadron; what is used is a simple fa torized ansatz, with minimal modi ations to
ensure momentum onservation. Our hope is that many of these un ertainties e e tively
an be shued into the hoi e of the free parameters of the model, su h as p?min .
3.3 Minimum-bias phenomenology
One of the main surprises of the SppS ollider was the observation that s aled harged multipli ity distributions are getting broader with energy [20℄: for the probability distribution
of the z = n h=hn hi variable one would have expe ted either a roughly energy-independent
distribution (`KNO s aling' [24℄) or a shrinking one (Poissonian statisti s). At high energies the deviation from a Poissonian distribution is very signi ant; for E m = 900 GeV
one has hn hi = 35:6 and (n h) = 19:5, while Poissonian statisti s would have predi ted
 (n h ) = hn hi = 6:0.
This is to be viewed in the light of our experien e from e+e annihilation. There,
approximate KNO s aling seems to hold, but this an fully be understood as a ombination of a non-perturbative fragmentation that is essentially Poissonian (or, in fa t, a bit
narrower, as a onsequen e of energy-momentum onservation e e ts) with a perturbative
QCD parton shower that has a rough KNO s aling. Hard pro esses and parton showers
are expe ted to play a less prominent r^ole in pp events, sin e hard parton{parton intera tions are rare, and only involve a fra tion of the energy of the event. It would therefore
q
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have been natural to expe t the Poissonian fragmentation pro ess to be more prominent,
and s aled multipli ity distributions to shrink with energy.
Some other me hanism must be found to explain the data, and the prime andidate
is the multiple intera tions des ribed above. With a varying number of semisoft intera tions, a varying number of fragmenting subsystems (strings) are produ ed. Even if ea h
of these obeys Poissonian statisti s by itself (approximately, for xed string mass), the
total distribution may well be mu h broader, in reasonable agreement with the data. In
parti ular, the high-multipli ity tail omes from events with several intera tions.
Also many other interesting observations have been made, whi h lend support to a
s enario with multiple parton{parton intera tions [19℄. Sin e we expe t that several of
these studies an be repeated in photoprodu tion, we mention a few here. This does not
ne essarily mean that the same results should be expe ted in p as in pp ollisions, sin e
the dire t and anomalous event lasses may be rather di erent from the VMD one, as we
shall see.
If events are divided into two hemispheres, alled forward (y > 0) and ba kward
(y < 0), then large forward{ba kward multipli ity orrelations an be observed [25℄.
These orrelations are long-range, i.e. survive also if a entral rapidity gap is introdu ed
between the two measurement regions. In a Poissonian fragmentation pi ture this is
not expe ted. The on lusion would be that some global event hara teristi exists,
whi h in uen es parti le distribution at all rapidities in the same way, more or less.
The number of intera tions in an event would be one su h hara teristi , and indeed a
multiple-intera tions s enario an des ribe the data.
The `pedestal e e t' implies that events with jet a tivity also have larger a tivity away
from the jet ore [26℄. The in rease of transverse energy away from the jet is marked
when the jet E? in reases from about 3 to 12 GeV; thereafter a plateau is rea hed. This
phenomenon may be understood in a multiple-intera tions s enario with varying impa t
parameters. Central ollisions are more likely to lead to enhan ed a tivity, both of trigger
jets and of multiple intera tions in general. Events with hard jets therefore are biased
towards entral ollisions, and naturally ontain more underlying a tivity. The amount
of bias is a fun tion of E?jet, and ni ely saturates at E?jet  12 GeV [19℄.
The average transverse momentum of harged parti les displays a hara teristi inrease as a fun tion of the total multipli ity in events [27℄. An almost multipli ityindependent hp?i is obtained from ordinary fragmentation; the additional p? omes from
the minijet a tivity, whi h is espe ially important for events with large multipli ity. The
observed in reasing trend therefore omes out naturally, although the pre ise shape of
hp?i(n h) is sensitive to the details of the multiple-intera tions model.
Dire t eviden e for multiple intera tions may be sear hed for in events with four jets.
The multiple intera tion ontribution of two 2 ! 2 pro esses is expe ted to give two
pairs of jets with opposite and ompensating p?, unlike standard QCD 2 ! 4 pro esses.
However, for experimentally de ned jets the QCD `ba kground' is still very large, so tests
are not straightforward. To date AFS and CDF have reported signals, while UA2 prefers
to quote an upper limit, although their data are onsistent with a signal of the expe ted
order [28℄. Be ause of the diÆ ulty of the tests, the matter annot be onsidered as
entirely settled.
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4 In lusive Cross Se tions
4.1 The total ross se tion
Several di erent theoreti al frameworks an be used to predi t the energy variation of the
total ross se tion in various pro esses. For our study we need a simultaneous des ription
of pp, p, Kp, and p total ross se tions made within the same framework, be ause
we want to onsider also the di eren es between these ross se tions. This ex ludes e.g.
the parametrizations of the PDG [29℄, whi h are based on an unphysi al ansatz and do
not yield reasonable di eren es. In the following, we will make use of a Regge-theory [30℄
inspired model, spe i ally the re ent ts in Ref. [31℄. These ts are given in the very
e onomi al form
AB = X AB s + Y AB s  ;
tot
(17)
for a pro ess A + B ! X . The powers  and  are universal, with t values
  0:0808 ;
  0:4525 ;
(18)
while XAB and YAB are pro ess-dependent. The rst term, the pomeron one, gives the
asymptoti rise of the ross se tion. Ultimately, this in rease violates the Froissart{Martin
bound [32℄;  should therefore be thought of as slowly de reasing with energy (owing to
multi-pomeron ex hange e e ts), although data at urrent energies are well tted by a
onstant . The se ond term, the reggeon one, is mainly of interest at low energies.
For p events, a best t to data below 20 GeV gives
totp (s) = 67:7s + 129s  ;
(19)
where s is expressed in GeV2 and totp in b. The predi ted value at 200 GeV is 160 b.
This is in good agreement with the reported numbers, 154  16  32 b for ZEUS [11℄ and
159  7  20 b for H1 [12℄, at about the same energy. In this paper, we will therefore
assume that eq. (19) indeed gives the orre t p total ross se tion.
This approa h does not predi t the relative omposition of events, however.
4.2 The VMD total ross se tion
Within the diagonal VMD model, the p ross se tion is predi ted by
4 V p(s) :
 p (s) =
X

VMD

V =0 ;!;

fV2

tot

(20)

The V p ross se tions may be parametrized as
p
!p
 p
tot
 tot
 12 tot
+ tot p  13:63s + 31:79s  ;
(21)
p
K p +  K p   p  10:01s 1:51s  ;
tot
 tot
(22)
tot
tot
in units of mb (for onvenien e, hadron{hadron ross se tions are given in mb and p
ones in b). The equations are based on the additive quark model [33℄ and on p and Kp
ts [31℄. For
the dpse ond equation one also needs to assume that the parton{hadron ross
up
se tions tot  tot .
0



+



+
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Putting these numbers together, one obtains
p  53:4s + 115s  :
(23)
VMD
Roughly speaking, this is the 0 p ross se tion s aled down by a fa tor 250. Comparing
with eq. (19), one nds that the VMD part orresponds to about 80% of the total p ross
se tion, Fig. 3. (Sin e the oeÆ ients of the s and s  terms are not perfe tly mat hed,
the ratio varies with .m. energy; the low-energy limit is 89% and the high-energy one
79%.) The remaining part of totp is attributed to the dire t and anomalous event lasses:
p =  p  p  14:3s + 14s  :
dirp + anom
(24)
tot
VMD
These formulae should not be viewed un riti ally. It is not at all lear that a
pomeron/reggeon pi ture of the VMD photon is appropriate, nor that the additive quark
model an be used [34℄. The greatest mystery, however, is why the sum of the dire t and
anomalous ross se tions should be des ribable by the form Xs + Y s  , when the two
pro esses involve neither pomeron nor reggeon ex hange. It is not impossible that the
parametrization of eq. (24) turns out to be fortuitous, and only works over some limited
range of energies. Then also eq. (19) ould have to be modi ed.
4.3 The VMD elasti ross se tion
The opti al theorem relates the elasti and total ross se tions
del = 1 + 2 2 :
(25)
dt t=0 16 tot
In the following we assume a vanishing ratio of the real to imaginary part of the forward
s attering amplitude,   0, whi h is supported by existing data. Further, we use the
simple ansatz
del / eB t :
(26)
dt
This is appropriate for low jtj, where the bulk of the ross se tion is, but does not reprodu e
the full omplexity of the high-jtj behaviour. With these two simpli ations, the opti al
theorem redu es to
1 tot2  (0:0511 mb 1 GeV 2) tot2 :
el 
(27)
16 Bel
Bel
In the last step, we have used the standard onversion formula 1 GeV 2  0:3894 mb.
From this, the VMD elasti + p ! V + p ross se tion an be derived as in eq. (20),
i.e.
2
Vp

(
s
)
4

1
4

tot
Vp
elp (s) =
:
(28)
2V el (s) 
2
f
V = ;!;
V = ;!; fV 16 Bel (s)
el



X

X

0

0



Note that only one fa tor of 4 =fV2 should be used; it is for the truly elasti pro ess
( ! V ) + p ! (V ! ) + p that two su h fa tors appear.
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In the pomeron ex hange pi ture, the slope parameter Bel is predi ted to be
BelAB (s) = 2bA + 2bB + 2 0 ln( 0 s) :
(29)
Here bA is the slope of the form fa tor for parti le A, bp  2:3 GeV 2 , b  1:4 GeV 2.
Based on the VMD philosophy, we assume b  b  b . The 0 is the slope of the
pomeron traje tory, P(t)  1 +  + 0t, 0  0:25 GeV 2. The hoi e of 0s as argument
in the logarithm of eq. (29) is a matter of onvention; any multiple of s ould have been
used, but this one is known to work well [35℄.
In this approa h, the asymptoti behaviour of the elasti ross se tion is el /
2
tot =Bel / s2 = ln s. As tot itself, el therefore has an unphysi ally rapid in rease. But
while the Froissart-Martin bound for tot is respe ted up to energies of around 1023 GeV,
the Pumplin bound el =tot  1=2 [36℄ is violated already at about 106 GeV. In order to
avoid this, we have made the substitution
2 0 ln( 0s)  0:5 ln(0:25s) ! 4s 4:2 :
(30)
In the energy range 10{100 GeV, where the bulk of the data is found, this hardly implies any numeri al hanges. It is also onsistent with pp data at higher energies [37℄.
Asymptoti ally one obtains a onstant ratio el =tot .
4.4 The VMD di ra tive ross se tions
The onversion from V p to p di ra tive ross se tions is again done routinely, as in
eqs. (20) and (28), so this se tion only deals with V p ross se tions.
In a model with a fa torized pomeron intera tion, the single di ra tive ross se tion
A + B ! A + X is given by
d2 sd = G3P(t) 2 (t) (0) s 2( P(t) 1) m2 P(0) 1 ;
(31)
X
dt dm2X 16 m2X AP BP m2X
where AP(t) = AP(0) exp(bAt) = AP exp(bA t). Data show that the triple pomeron
oupling G3P(t)  G3P(0)  G3P. pOne may for instan e use the number 2sd = 4:6 mb,
determined for pp intera tions at s = 20 GeV, in the region 1.5 GeV2  (mp +2m )2 
m2X  0:15s [38℄, to x G3P.
The problem is that sd, as de ned above and with P(0) 1 =   0:08, is growing
mu h faster than tot : one obtains 2sd =tot  1 already at 40 TeV. So on e again we
en ounter the in onsisten ies present in a simple pomeron approa h with  > 0. A hange
in the energy dependen e of the slope, equivalent to the substitution in eq. (30), is here
not enough to stave o the divergen e.
It is therefore tempting to return to the older pomeron des ription of ross se tions,
wherein   0, in the study of di ra tive pro esses. If so, one has the following expressions
for rea tions in eqs. (8){(10):
AB (s) =
tot
(32)
AP B P ;
2
dmX dt F eB t = G3P 2 I ;
AB (s) = G3P 2
(33)
sd
sd
BP
A
P
(AX )
16
m2X
16 AP BP AX
G3P
dm2X dt F eB t = G3P 2 I ;
AB
2
sd
(
s
)
=
(34)
(XB)
16 AP BP m2X sd
16 AP BP XB
2
dm2X 1 dm2X 2 dt F eB t = G23P
AB (s) = G3P
dd
dd
16 AP BP
m2 m2
16 AP BP IXX : (35)
!



ZZ

sd(AX )

ZZ

sd(X B )

ZZZ

X1

X2
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dd



Here Fsd and Fdd are orre tion fa tors (introdu ed by us) to be detailed below and the
slope parameters Bi = Bi(s; m2X ) are
Bsd(AX ) = 2bA + 2 0 ln( 0 sm2p =m2X ) ;
(36)
Bsd(XB) = 2bB + 2 0 ln( 0 sm2p =m2X ) ;
(37)
0
0
4
2
2
Bdd = 2 ln( smp =(mX 1 mX 2 )) :
(38)
The reggeon term has been negle ted, as appropriate for a high-energy des ription.
Further, the reggeon di ra tive mass spe trum is not peaked at low masses, and therefore
should give a negligible ontribution to the experimental di ra tive ross se tion. The
reggeon part is more important for elasti s attering, but here we use the opti al theorem
anyway, i.e. we do not use the pomeron-based formula
1 2 2 dt e B t = 1 2 2 I ;
(39)
elAB (s) =
16 AP BP
16 AP BP el
with Bel given by eq. (29), but in lude it here only for ompleteness.
The kinemati al range for mX in A + B ! A + X is
p
(40)
mB + 2m < mX < s mA :
The lower limit is a good approximation to where the experimental di ra tive mass spe trum turns on [38℄, but learly a more detailed threshold modelling would be needed
to fully des ribe the low-mass resonan e region, i.e. pro esses su h as pp ! p+ , see
e.g. ref. [39℄. At the other extreme, when m2X ! s, one expe ts a stronger dampening
than provided by the s ale-invariant dm2X =m2X spe trum. Therefore an additional fa tor
Fsd = 1 m2X =s is inserted into IAX and IXB . This is more of aestheti al than pra ti al
importan e, sin e the experimental region m2X  s is dominated by non-di ra tive events
anyway.
In double di ra tion A + B ! X1 + X2 , the kinemati al range is
p
mA + 2m < mX 1 < s mB 2m ;
(41)
p
mB + 2m < mX 2 < s mA 2m ;
(42)
p
(43)
m +m < s :
Z

el

X1

X2

As for single di ra tion, a dampening fa tor 1 (mX 1 + mX 2 )2 =s is introdu ed into IXX to
redu e the event rate lose to the kinemati al limit. However, unlike the single-di ra tion
ase, this fa tor does not suppress the region of small
p rapidity gaps: the two systems
X1 and X2 may well have masses mu h smaller than s and yet large enough that their
de ay produ ts overlap in rapidity spa e. Then the event topology is indistinguishable
from that of non-di ra tive events, and the standard des ription of double di ra tion
breaks down. In parti ular, Bdd may be ome negative, i.e. the integral over t may blow
up. Therefore two modi ations are introdu ed. Firstly, the total rapidity range of the
event is y0  ln(s=m2p ), while that of ea h di ra tive system is yi  ln(m2Xi =m2p ). (The
typi al transverse mass of produ ed parti les is taken to be mp  m .) The typi al
rapidity gap is then  = y0 y1 y2, and a suitable suppression fa tor to remove events
with  < 0 is
sm2p
1 = ey
=
(44)
1 + e  ey + ey +y sm2p + m2X 1 m2X 2 :
0

0

0

1

2
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In total, the orre tion fa tor Fdd in eq. (35) thus is Fdd = [1 (mX 1 + mX 2 )2 =s℄=[1 +
exp( )℄. Se ondly, an arbitrary term e4 is added to the argument of the logarithm of
Bdd ,
Bdd = 2 0 ln

0 sm4

e4 + 2 2p
mX 1 mX 2

!

(45)

;

to keep Bdd from be oming smaller than 8 0  2 GeV 2 .
The kinemati al range in t depends on all the masses of the problem. In terms of
the s aled variables 1 = m2A=s, 2 = m2B =s, 3 = m2X 1 =s (= m2A =s when A s atters
elasti ally), 4 = m2X 2 =s (= m2B =s when B s atters elasti ally), and the ombinations
C1 = 1 (1 + 2 + 3 + 4 ) + (1 2 )(3 4 ) ;
(46)
(47)
C2 = (1 1 2 )2 41 2 (1 3 4 )2 43 4 ;
C3 = (3 1 )(4 2 ) + (1 + 4 2 3 )(1 4 2 3 ) ;
(48)
one has tmin < t < tmax with
s
(49)
tmin = (C1 + C2 ) ;
2
s
s2 C3
s 4 C3
tmax = (C1 C2 ) =
=
(50)
2
2 C1 + C2 tmin :
In the limit that all i are small, this simpli es to
tmin  s ;
(51)
s(3 1 )(4 2 ) for
3 6= 1 ; 4 6= 2 :
tmax  s
(52)
(1 4 2)2
3 = 1 ; 4 6= 2
q

q

(

(

The .m. frame s attering angle  is related to t by t = s(C1 C2 os )=2. When A
represents an in oming photon, it is not lear what mass to use for the de nition of 1.
We have hosen mA = mV rather than = 0; in this way VMD elasti s attering has the
limit tmax = 0.
The integrals IAX , IXB and IXX , with all kinemati al onstraints and in luding the
above dampening fa tors, are too omplex to be evaluated analyti ally. However, analyti al results obtained under simplifying onditions provide a good starting point for
parametrizing the results of omplete numeri al evaluations, as follows.
If the t range is assumed to be 1 < t < 0 and no dampening fa tor 1 m2X =s is
in luded, one obtains analyti ally
0 ln( 0 sm2 =m2 )
p min ;
(53)
IAX = 21 0 ln 22bbA ++ 22 0 ln(
0
2
sm
A
p =m2max )
where mmin and mmax are given by eq. (40). Both the restri tion of the t range and the
dampening fa tor Fsd a t to suppress the importan e of the large-mass tail. Therefore
a good approximation to the numeri al result an be obtained by onsidering mmax as a
free parameter,
s 0:22 + 0ln:08s
for A = p (or ) ;
(54)
m2max =
0
:
08
for A = 0 (or !) :
s 0:28 + ln s
!

8
<
:
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The integral IXB is obtained by the trivial substitution A $ B . Note that IXB 6= IAX
for A 6= B .
The double di ra tive integral IXX may also be obtained analyti ally for 1 < t < 0,
Bdd = 2 0 ln(m2p s=(m2X 1 m2X 2 )) = 2 0 , Fdd = 1 and 0 <  < y0 ymin , where ymin =
y1min + y2min = ln((mA + 2m )2 =m2p ) + ln((mB + 2m )2 =m2p ):
(55)
IXX = 21 0 (y0 ymin ) ln y0 eymin + 0 :
0
The in uen e of the orre t t range, the suppression fa tors Fdd and the true Bdd (eq. (45))
may be in luded by turning 0 into an e e tive parameter,
0 = 1:6 + ln6:5s ln252 s :
(56)
The expression for tot , eq. (32), is used to de ne the AP oeÆ ients: AP BP =
AB
X s0 , where the right-hand side omes from eq. (17). Here s0 is the referen e s ale at
whi h the
oeÆ ients AP and G3P are to be determined. As explained above, we have
p
hosen s0  20 GeV. Then
^pP = pPs0 =2 = pX pp  4:658 mb1=2 ;
(57)

p
^ P =  Ps0 =2 = pX pp  2:926 mb1=2 ;
(58)
X








0

0

^P =

0

Ps0

=2

p

= pXX pp  2:149 mb1=2 :

(59)

Using sdpp (s0)  2:3 mb, one obtains G3P  0:359 mb1=2 . Reinserting this number into
eqs. (33) and (35) and simplifying gives
1=2
2
AB
sd
(60)
(AX ) = (0:0379 mb GeV ) XAB ^AP IAX ;
AB = (0:0107 GeV 2 ) X I
dd
(61)
AB XX :
4.5 Dis ussion
The p VMD partial ross se tions are displayed in Fig. 3. The non-di ra tive part is given
by what is left of the total VMD ross se tion when elasti and di ra tive ontributions
have been subtra ted, eq. (12). It is important to remember that, sin e experimental
de nitions rarely agree with the theoreti al ones, the raw partial ross se tions do not tell
the full story, but have to be seen in the ontext of di erential distributions in di ra tive
masses and t values.
We have seen how the pomeron pi ture, whi h is so su essful in des ribing total ross
se tions, fails to provide sensible answers when applied to partial ones. As one moves from
total to elasti to single to double di ra tive, the breakdowns be ome more severe and
appear at lower energies. We have therefore introdu ed modi ations to ensure `sensible'
asymptoti behaviours.
It will therefore be important to test the relevan e of our s enario, and this is best
done if information from p and other pro esses may be ombined:
 A omparison of Bel in p and pp would show whether the ansatz in eq. (29) works,
with a b of the size expe ted from the VMD ansatz.
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 In the VMD model, the ouplings 4 =fV2 are supposed to be energy-independent,

so it is of the utmost importan e to he k this assumption. A joint measurement
of el and Bel for + p ! V + p implies, via the opti al theorem, a measurement
of the orresponding total ross se tion (assuming   0). Comparing this with the
V + p ! V + p total ross se tion, using e.g. the ts in eqs. (21) and (22), the
ouplings may be extra ted at various energies.
 From a measurement of sd an e e tive value for G3P may be extra ted. If our ansatz
is orre t, this value should ome out to be energy-independent. Sin e pp=pp o ers
the largest lever arm in energy, this would be the best pla e for tests.
 Several further he ks of our ansatz an be performed, sin e also the mass spe tra
and t distributions of di ra tive events are predi ted.

5 Jet Cross Se tions
A ording to our onventions, all dire t and anomalous events ontain `hard' jets, and in
this sense the ross se tions are perturbatively al ulable. The VMD lass, on the other
hand, onsists of a mixture of `hard' and `soft' events. The hard intera tions are of two
kinds:
 The dire t pro esses in lude the Compton graph + q ! q + g and the photon{
gluon fusion graph + g ! q + q. The dominant subgraphs involve the ex hange
of a quark in the t- or u- hannel, and so the parton-level ross se tion (at xed s^)
roughly behaves like dp2?=p2?.
 Anomalous and hard VMD events re eive ontributions from the six graphs q+q0 !
q+q0, q+q ! q0 +q0, q+q ! g+g, q+g ! q+g, g+g ! g+g and g+g ! q+q.
The bulk of the ross se tion is asso iated with the ex hange of a gluon in the
t- hannel, and so is of the approximate form dp2?=p4?.
The hard ross se tions may be al ulated a ording to eqs. (13) and (14), given a
knowledge of the proton and photon stru ture fun tions, and a hoi e of lower ut-o
s ales. These aspe ts will be dis ussed in turn.
Note that we stay with a leading order des ription throughout. Thereby a number
of additional intri a ies are avoided, e.g. the mixing between the dire t and anomalous
event lasses. E e ts of higher orders are approximately in luded by the use of parton
showers (see se tion 6.2).
5.1 The proton stru ture fun tion
A host of proton stru ture fun tion parametrizations have been produ ed. For the results
presented here, we have been using MRS S0, whi h is the re ommended default of PDFLIB
[40℄. A few other hoi es, notably EHLQ 1, have been tried and seen to give similar results,
on e free parameters have been retuned appropriately.
Existing parametrizations all have a range of validity, however, and we will need to go
beyond that. For instan e, fap(x; 2) of MRS S0 is de ned from a 20 = 5 GeV2 upwards,
while dire t pro esses will probe the proton stru ture fun tion down to 2  0:25 GeV2.
The orresponding x values at HERA are as small as x  2=s  10 5, where stru ture
fun tions have never been measured, and where a lot of un ertainty thus exists.
The behaviour of stru ture fun tions is known in two distin t kinemati al regions.
First in the Bjorken limit 2 ! 1 at xed x (in pra ti e, this is the region 2 greater than
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about 5 GeV2). Here perturbative QCD provides a well founded theoreti al framework,
and stru ture fun tions an be expressed in terms of parton distribution fun tions (PDFs).
The se ond domain where we have (some) information about stru ture fun tions is the
Regge region, x ! 0 at low 2, in parti ular the photoprodu tion limit 2; x ! 0 but
2 =x = onst. Here we an rely only on phenomenology. Sin e the parton model eases
to be valid at low 2 , it is not lear how to de ne PDFs as 2 ! 0. E orts to ombine
the knowledge about the two domains have a long history. In fa t, the input distributions
(at 20) of most parametrizations of PDFs follow a Regge ansatz and are then evolved
towards higher 2 using perturbative QCD.
An extension of PDFs to values of 2 mu h below  5 GeV2 has been tried with the
so- alled `radiatively generated' parton distributions [41℄. The original hope was that, at
some very low resolution s ale 2 = 2v  (2)2  0:2 GeV2 , the proton onsists entirely
of valen e quarks. Sea quarks and gluons are then radiatively generated through the
standard evolution equations of perturbative QCD, postulated to be valid down to 2v . The
agreement with data is not so good, but an be improved if also sea and gluon distributions
are allowed at 2v [42℄. All distributions are still required to have a valen e-like form at
2v , so no ambiguities arise from an arbitrary input behaviour for x ! 0. However, re ent
deep-inelasti -s attering data [43℄ indi ate important higher-twist ontributions at low 2,
questioning the validity of the renormalization group equations down to 2v . Moreover, as
2 ! 0, quark distribution fun tions have to vanish eventually (at least for the dominant
ve tor- urrent ontribution), f. the ele tromagneti stru ture fun tion F2em(x; 2), whi h
approa hes 2 times the real p ross se tion. By ontrast, in the radiative s enario the
full momentum of the proton is arried by the partons at all s ales 2, be ause of the
detailed balan e of the standard evolution equations. We have therefore not pursued this
s enario.
While a des ription of PDFs valid at arbitrary low 2 is still la king, su h parametrizations of stru ture fun tions do exist, in parti ular of F2em. Re ently, two des riptions
were
attempted of the ele tromagneti stru ture fun tion F2em(x; 2) (or, equivalently, of
p
 (W; 2 )) at low 2 [44, 45℄. Both approa hes are inspired by Regge theory, but di er
in the ansatz of the 2 ! 0 ontinuation. For 2  2 and x  1, however, the stru ture
of their results is similar and predi ts for the valen e and sea parts, respe tively:
2


2
;
Px
2 + m21 2 + m2P
! 
2
2
em
2

F2;val (x;  ) ! R x 2
:
(62)
 + m22 2 + m2R
In ref. [44℄   0:08,   0:56, m21 = m2P  0:36 GeV2, m22 = m2R  0:85 GeV2, P  0:17
and R  1:33. In ref. [45℄   0:045,   0:60, m21 = m22  0:30 GeV2, m2P  10:7 GeV2,
m2R  0:21 GeV2 , P  0:27 and R  0:68.

F2em
;sea

(x; 2 ) !



!

We extend these works in two dire tions. Firstly, we need parametrizations of the
PDFs, in luding the gluon, not just of F2em. Se ondly, we want to over the omplete
(x; 2) plane, i.e. (i) in lude the logarithmi s aling violations valid at large 2, and (ii)
dampen the (potentially) steep in rease at small x.
To this end we link the small-x behaviours of the valen e and sea/gluon distributions to
thep high-energy behaviour of the reggeon and pomeron parts of the total p ross se tion,
tot = Xs + Y s  . At small x and at small 2 we require the gluon and sea distributions
to behave like x  and valen e distributions to vanish like x . The low-2 behaviour we
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model by power-like s aling violations proportional to (2=(2 + m2R;P))ÆRP, where the
powers ÆR;P are xed by demanding an analyti al behaviour in the limit x; 2 ! 0 at
xed x=2. Note that we expli itly violate the momentum sum rule: as 2 approa hes
zero, the ability of the photon to resolve the partons within the proton diminishes. The
photon rather intera ts via its hadroni u tuations, soft physi s, or it ouples to the
harge of the proton, the Compton pro ess p ! p. Furthermore we make the valen e
distributions harder at low 2. The normalization and mass parameters mR;P we obtain by
(i) omparing with the re ent small-x data [43℄ and (ii) requiring that the ele tromagneti
stru ture fun tion F2em(x; 2) = a=q;q e2q xfap (x; 2) approa hes the non-hadron-like part
of the total photoabsorption ross se tion in the limit x; 2 ! 0 at xed x=2. At large
2 we mat h on to given parametrizations of PDFs.
In order to over the various limits, the (x; 2) plane is divided into four regions, as
shown in Fig. 4. The verti al dividing line at 2 = 20, i.e. at about 5 GeV2 , separates the
high- and low-2 ranges. In the high-2 range, the border urve [46℄
1=3
2 (x) = 2 + 0:0522 exp 3:56 ln
(63)
;

P

0


B

1

s

x

A

separates regions I and III of large and small x. At large x, i.e. in region I, the standard
QCD evolution equations are valid, and the parametrizations in the literature are appliable without any modi ation. At the border the partons be ome densely pa ked, and
the standard evolution equations break down [46, 47℄. In the vi inity and beyond the
border line (i.e. x ! 1 at xed 2), the evolution of stru ture fun tions is expe ted to
be dampened but the small-x limit is still an open problem [16, 47℄. On the other hand,
it is likely that the behaviour of the stru ture fun tions in the photoprodu tion limit
(x; 2 ! 1 but 2=x = onst.) holds also for small but xed 2. Therefore the low-x
behaviour along the line of onstant 2 = 20 is assumed to be given by the reggeon and
pomeron powers, and for 2 > 20 in region III by interpolation between this behaviour
and the standard expression at the border line. At any given large 2, the steep in rease
as x ! 0 predi ted by the standard evolution equations will hen e be attened out.
For 2 < 20, the stru ture fun tions are dampened, so as to vanish in the limit
2 ! 0. In doing so, we negle t the (small) axial- urrent ontributions, whi h are nite
in the 2 ! 0 limit. The high- and low-x regions are separated at a onstant x0 de ned
by B (x0 ) = 0. Numeri ally, x0  0:0069 if 20 = 5 GeV2. At low x, region IV, the
reggeon and pomeron behaviours are again used, ombined with the ne essity to mat h
the total photoprodu tion ross se tion in the limit x; 2 ! 0. Sin e we expe t valen e
distributions to be ome more important at de reasing s ales, we dampen them less fast
at large x in region II.
The detailed behaviour is given as follows. Denote by fv the valen e quark distributions
and fs the sea and gluon ones as given in some standard parametrization, and by f^v and
f^s the orresponding extended quantities we want to al ulate. The parameter values
below are hosen as  = 0:08,  = 0:45, m2R = 0:92 GeV2 and m2P = 0:38 GeV2.
Region I: large 2 and x. Here the onventional parametrizations are appli able, i.e.
f^v;s (x; 2 ) = fv;s (x; 2 ) :
(64)
Region II: small 2 , large x. Here stru ture fun tions are damped and valen e distributions
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made harder,

2 2 + m2 !(1 )(1 x)=(1 x0 )

R
2
fv (x; 20 ) ;
f^v (x;  ) = 2 02
2
0  + mR
2 2 + m2 !1+

P
2
fs (x; 20 ) :
f^s (x;  ) = 2 02
2
0  + mP
Region III: large 2, small x. The  s ale is in the range 0 <  < B (x).

(65)
(66)

An interpolation
is performed between the expe ted behaviours at the extremes of the range,
x 
xf^v (x; 2 ) = N1
x0 fv (x0 ; 20 ) + N2 xfv x; 2B (x) ;
(67)
x0
x 
xf^s (x; 2 ) = N1
x0 fs (x0 ; 20) + N2 xfs x; 2B (x) ;
(68)
















x0

where

ln(
2B =2)
N1 =
ln(2B =20) ;
ln(2=20) :
N2 = 1 N1 =
ln(2 =2)

(69)
(70)

0

B

Region IV: small 2 and x. Stru ture fun tions are damped in 2, follow the expe ted
small-x behaviour, and are mat hed on to the photoprodu tion ross se tion
1 
2
20 + m2R 1 
x 
N
x0 fv (x0 ; 20 ) + N2 x0 N v ; (71)
xf^v (x; 2 ) =
1
x0
2 + m2R
20
1+
x 
2
20 + m2P 1+
xf^s (x; 2 ) =
N
x0 fv (x0 ; 20) + N2 x0  N s ; (72)
1
x0
2 + m2P
20
where
x0 x 20 2
N1 = 1
;
(73)
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(74)
and the photoprodu tion mat hing requirement gives the avour-dependent oeÆ ients
Ndv = 0:121, Nuv = 2 Ndv , Nds = Nus = Nds = Nus = 0:044, Ngs = 5 Nds , and Nss = Nss =
0:5 Nds.
The extension de ned above ensures that stru ture fun tions are ontinuous a ross
the boundaries between the four regions, but the derivatives are dis ontinuous. Figure 5
illustrates the modi ations introdu ed for the set we use. Note that our extension an
be used with any given PDF parametrization.
N2 = 1 N1 =

5.2 The photon stru ture fun tion
In a ordan e with our pi ture of the photon, eq. (3), we de ompose the photon distribution fun tions as
fa (x; 2 ) = fa ;dir (x; 2 ) + fa ;VMD (x; 2 ) + fa ;anom (x; 2 ) ;
(75)
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where
fa ;dir (x; 2 ) = Z3 Æa Æ (1 x) :

(76)
By omparison, onventional photon stru ture fun tions are de ned for resolved proesses, i.e. the sum of what we here all hard VMD and anomalous:
fa ;res(x; 2 ) = fa ;VMD(x; 2 ) + fa ;anom (x; 2 ; p20 ) :
(77)
The evolution equation for the quark stru ture fun tion is of the form
1 dy ;res
fq ;res (x; 2 )
x
+ 3 e2q 2 x2 + (1 x)2 ;
=
fq (y; 2) S Pq!qg
2
 ln 
2
y
x y
(78)
with Pq!qg (z) = (4=3)(1 + z2 )=(1 z). The rst term is the one present in standard (i.e.
hadroni ) evolution equations, e.g. for the proton. It des ribes the in ux of partons q at
x by bran hings q ! qg of partons at y > x. Virtual orre tions also give the out ux
from x to even smaller momentum fra tions. The se ond term, the so- alled anomalous
one, omes from bran hings ! qq, and is unique for the photon evolution equations.
Conventional photon stru ture fun tion parametrizations are made for f ;res as a whole, by sele ting an ansatz at some onvenient small s ale 0 and then evolving from
there on with eq. (78) (plus the evolution equation for the gluon, of ourse). Sin e also
quarks produ ed by ! qq may undergo subsequent q ! qg bran hings, there is no
simple subdivision of the nal stru ture fun tions into two terms, one hadron-like and
one anomalous.
We therefore have to provide our own stru ture fun tions, whi h are mat hed to our
needs. The ansatz for fa ;VMD follows eq. (3)
4 f V (x; 2) ;
(79)
f ;VMD(x; 2 ) =
!

Z

X

a

V

fV2





a

i.e. the VMD part is obtained in the same spirit as the VMD partial ross se tions,
f. eq. (20). The faV (x; 2) are hosen to be fa = fa! = fa = (fa + fa )=2, while
 = f  . Any onventional f 
fa has been approximated by fs;val = fu;val and fsea
sea
a
parametrization may therefore simply be turned into an fa ;VMD one. Remember that
the pion distribution fun tions are obtained as solutions of the homogeneous evolution
equations, i.e. the solutions of eq. (78) with the inhomogeneous term proportional to
set to zero. The fa ;anom part is de ned to vanish at 2 = p20, i.e. fa ;anom (x; p20; p20)  0.
The evolution equation for 2 > p20 is the same as for fa ;res in eq. (78). Therefore fa ;anom
is entirely perturbatively al ulable. We use the parametrization of Ref. [48℄.
Note that the VMD stru ture fun tions ontains as mu h u as d quarks. Based on
harge arguments alone, one would expe t four times as mu h u valen e quarks as d
ones (as is obtained in fa ;anom ). In terms of amplitudes, this orresponds to eu juui +
ed jddi ' j0 i + (1=3) j! i. The relative suppression of ! is in reasonable agrement with
the experimental fV2 =4 ouplings used here. However, in the diagonal VMD ansatz the
information on the relative phase is assumed wiped out in the transition ! V . Any
e e t of the phase might be visible in Drell-Yan or prompt photon ross se tions, but
hardly in the hadroni ross se tions presented in this paper.
0

+
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Consider now the total momentum fra tion arried by partons inside a hadron A
I A ( 2 ) =

X

Z

1

a=q;q;g 0

xfaA (x; 2 ) dx :

(80)

One has dI A =d(ln 2) = 0, sin e the standard evolution equations obey detailed balan e.
Furthermore I A (2) = 1, i.e. the total hadron momentum is arried by the onstituent
partons. (We violate this by our modi ations in the previous se tion, letting I p (2) ! 0
when 2 ! 0, i.e. we then assume that the proton is only partly resolved. The above
equality is assumed to be valid only when 2 is suÆ iently large that perturbation theory
an be trusted and higher-twist e e ts are negligible.) Sin e we assume that I A (2) = 1
also for A = V , we obtain
I ;VMD(2) = 4 :
(81)
X

V

fV2

In ontrast with a hadron, the photon ontains also partons and leptons, arising from
the splittings ! qq and ! `+` , respe tively. The momentum fra tion arried by
the partons is governed by the anomalous term and gives
1
dI ;anom (2) =
x2 + (1 x)2 dx = 2 e2q :
(82)
x 3 e2q
d(ln 2)
2

2 q
0
q;q
Equation (82) implies that the total momentum arried by these partons in reases with
2 :
X

I

Z

;anom





(2) = 2 2

X

q

e2q

2

ln p2
0

X

(83)

:

Of ourse, there must be a orresponding loss of unresolved (dire t) photons, i.e. one
should use Z3 < 1 in eq. (76), where Z3 is al ulated from
1 = I (2) = I ;dir (2) + I ;VMD(2) + I ;anom (2) + I ;lepton(2)
2
2
(84)
= Z3 + 4f2 + 2 2 e2q ln p2 + 2 32 ln m 2̀ :
X

V

X

q

V

X

0

`

In pra ti e I ;VMD+anom+lepton (2)  1 and so it is not really ne essary to modify
fa ;dir;na{ve = Æa Æ (1 x).
The physi s pi ture we have in mind is the following. Flu tuations $ qq below the
virtuality s ale p0 have the time to develop into full ve tor meson states. The amount of
su h u tuations annot be evaluated perturbatively, but is parametrized by the 4 =fV2
ouplings. At the s ale p0, the photon therefore only ontains a VMD omponent. When
the probing s ale is in reased above p0, the VMD omponent remains of onstant magnitude, dI ;VMD=d(ln 2) = 0, but undergoes the same standard evolution as an ordinary
hadron would. However, above p0 perturbative $ qq u tuations are also possible, and
these are in luded in the anomalous stru ture fun tion. The amount of u tuations up
to a s ale of  is given by (e=fqq)2 = I ;anom (2) ( f. eqs. (3) and (83)). Inside these
u tuations further splittings q ! qg may o ur, again a ording to standard evolution
equations.
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In prin iple, our ansatz for the photon stru ture fun tion ontains little freedom:
4 =fV2 and faV (x; 2 ) are assumed to be already known, and fa ;anom (x; 2; p20) is fully al ulable. Only the hoi e of p0 s ale remains, and even that is tuned from other
onsiderations. In pra ti e, the pion distribution fun tions fa (x; 2) are rather poorly onstrained experimentally (in parti ular, the relative amount of sea, be ause both
the NLO QCD orre tions and K-fa tors are applied when extra ting the valen e distributions from Drell{Yan data, see e.g. ref. [49℄), so some un ertainty still exists. By
ontrast, the onventional approa h allows fa ;res to be hosen ompletely freely, in shape
and normalization, at some s ale 2 = 20.
It is therefore interesting to he k how well our onstrained ansatz agrees with onventional photon stru ture fun tions. As it turns out, the spread between the di erent
stru ture fun tions on the market [40℄ is large, ours being also in that general band. One
example is shown in Fig. 6, where the fa ;VMD is derived from Owens 1 (very similar to
what is obtained for instan e with the more re ent SMRS-P 2), while the fa ;res is that
of Drees{Grassie. The agreement between VMD+anomalous and resolved is seen to be
reasonable, ex ept for the gluon stru ture fun tion at small x. This is one pla e where the
spread is notoriously large, however: the Gordon{Storrow parametrizations here are in
mu h better agreement with us, while the LAC ones are signi antly above Drees{Grassie.
Measurements in the region of small x will therefore be espe ially interesting.
A more in lusive measure, still rather revealing, is I ;res(2), i.e. the total momentum
fra tion arried by partons. This is shown for a number of parametrizations in Fig. 7,
in (a) for the full ;res
x range (in pra ti e 10 5 < x < 1) and in (b) for the restri ted range
0:2 < x < 0:8, I[0:2;0:8℄(2). The latter is of interest, sin e this is the region where data
used in ts has been on entrated, so here parametrizations would be expe ted to agree
better than for the full x range.
A rst omment is that the slope of I ;res(2) is uniquely predi ted, eq. (82). Above
the harm threshold, i.e. assuming four avours, dI ;res(2)=d(ln 2) = ( =2) 2 e2q =
(20=9)( =2). Of the sets we have onsidered (whi h ex ludes, in parti ular, several
higher-order ts), the GRV LO one only ontains three avours, and therefore has a
smaller slope. The DO set is based on a trun ated (asymptoti ) version of the evolution
equations, and has an unphysi ally large slope. The rest have the expe ted slope, within
errors. They luster in two bands:
 The Drees{Grassie and Gordon{Storrow parametrizations, whi h agree well with
our expe tations. In parti ular, with some un ertainty they an be extrapolated
ba k in 2 to the s ale p0 at whi h I ;res(p20) = 0:004 = I ;VMD, and one then
obtains p0  0:5 GeV, in general agreement with what we will nd from other
onsiderations in the next subse tion.
 The three LAC parametrizations, whi h have mu h larger I ;res(2). A ba kwards
extrapolation would need an unphysi ally small p0 to make onta t with I ;VMD,
so these stru ture fun tions are not ompatible with our pi ture of the photon. We
note that in the region 0:2 < x < 0:8 two of the three agree with the other sets,
while LAC 3 is high also here.
In on lusion, we nd that our onstrained form of the photon stru ture fun tion is a
viable alternative that should be further tested against data. By its subdivision of VMD
and anomalous ontributions, it allows a distin tion between events that we argue should
have di erent properties.
In prin iple also the photon stru ture fun tion should be modi ed at small x and 2,
at least for the VMD part, the way the proton stru ture fun tions were extended in the
+

P
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previous subse tion. However, we will not have to make use of photon stru ture fun tions
below p?min  1:3 GeV, unlike the proton where we need to go to p0  0:5 GeV. The x
values will also not be as small. In the end, we have therefore not modi ed the photon
stru ture fun tions.
5.3 Transverse momentum ut-o s
The di erential intera tion rate dint =dp? an be al ulated from eq. (13), using perturbative matrix elements and the stru ture fun tions dis ussed above. Ea h intera tion is assumed to produ e two (parton level) jets of opposite and ompensating p?, so
djet=dp? = 2 dint=dp?. At reasonably large p?, the jet rate is therefore well de ned.
(Unitarity orre tions will be dis ussed in the next subse tion.)
To obtain the total intera tion and the jet rate, eq. (14), it is ne essary to de ne a lower
ut-o . This ut-o de nes how far down in p? perturbative parton{parton s atterings
are assumed to o ur. The s attered partons need not have p? large enough to show up
as separate high-p? jets, but even the rate of soft intera tions an have onsequen es,
both for the total ross se tion and for event shapes. Of ourse, we do not expe t any
sharp ut-o s to o ur in nature, but only smooth, gradual turn-o s. For simpli ity of
interpretation, and without any signi ant loss of physi s, sharp ut-o s are still used in
the following.
Several di erent ut-o s ales may appear in jet events:
 In the dire t pro esses, Fig. 2a, the hard p? s ale is asso iated with the qq vertex.
Denote this s ale pdir
?e , where the index e stands for `ele tromagneti '. For a dire t
pro ess to o ur we require pdir
?e > p0 .
 In VMD events, Fig. 2b, the hard-s attering subpro esses are QCD ones, dominantly
t- hannel ex hange of gluons. The s ale pVMD
?s , where s stands for `strong', is required
VMD
to ful l p?s > p?min .
 Anomalous events, Fig. 2 , have both a qq vertex and a QCD hard s attering.
anom
One should therefore require both panom
?e > p0 and p?s > p?min . Additionally,
anom
it is natural to require panom
?s > p?e . If this latter ondition is not ful lled, the
pro ess should be viewed as a dire t one, with initial-state-radiation orre tions to
the in oming parton, as already taken into a ount by the evolution equations of
the proton stru ture fun tions.
The hoi e of p0 = 0:5 GeV is based on three arguments, whereof the rst two are
qualitative and the third one quantitative:
1. If p?e < p0 in an imagined dire t or anomalous pro ess, the qq pair at the $ qq
vertex has the time to develop into a ve tor meson. Su h an event should then
appear in the VMD lass. Sin e we in lude ve tor mesons up to a s ale of about
m  1 GeV in the VMD des ription, one should have p0  m=2  0:5 GeV.
2. If the photon stru ture fun tion is split into one VMD part and one anomalous one,
as is done in the previous subse tion, then several of the photon stru ture fun tion
parametrizations available are onsistent with a vanishing of the anomalous part at
 = p0  0:5 GeV.
3. One of the basi assumptions of our model is that the total ross se tion an be
split
t, VMD and anomalous terms, eq. (6). At low energies, e.g. at
ps into10 dire
p (s0 ) is negligible, at least in our standard s enario, as we
GeV,
anom
0
shall soon see. Therefore dirp (s0 ) may be found from a knowledge of totp (s0) and
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p (s ), eqs. (19) and (23):  p (s )  114
VMD
0
dir 0
rate, a p0  0:5 GeV is required. This is

92 = 22 b. To obtain this intera tion
with our low-x and -2 extension of
stru ture fun tions, applied to MRS S0, and a rst-order S onstrained to be
S < 1.
The hoi e of p?min s ale for QCD intera tions has already been dis ussed in se tion
3.2, and we stay with the expression in eq. (15), i.e. basi ally p?min  1:3 GeV at HERA
energies, with the possibility of a slow logarithmi variation. The ne essity for a ut-o is
motivated by the olour neutrality of the in oming hadrons: an ex hanged low-p? gluon
does not resolve the individual olour harges and therefore its e e tive oupling vanishes
in the limit p? ! 0. The a tual number is determined from pp phenomenology.
5.4 Jet ross se tions
With the above ut-o s, the integrated hard-intera tion rate an be obtained, Fig. 8. The
VMD and the anomalous ross se tions are seen to in rease rapidly with .m. energy, a
behaviour familiar enough from hadron physi s. The dire t intera tion rate stays fairly
onstant, and even de reases a bit in the energy range 20{100 GeV. This latter behaviour
may be unexpe ted, and deserves a omment. In dire t pro esses the full photon energy
takes part in the hard intera tion, i.e. x1 = x = 1. The hard matrix elements in rease as
p? ! 0 and thus peak at the lower ut-o s ale p0 . Therefore the proton stru ture fun tion
is mainly probed at x2 = xp  p20=s. The energy variation of the dire t ross se tion
then losely tra es the variation of the stru ture fun tion x0p fap(x0p ; p20) with x0p = p20 =s.
Results therefore depend on the assumed small-x behaviour for a xed small 2 , i.e. on
our extension of standard proton stru ture fun tion parametrizations to this region, f.
Fig. 5. Had we used the standard MRS S0 frozen at 20 = 5 GeV2, the dire t event rate
would have been slowly in reasing with energy. The p0 s ale would not have ome out
very di erent, p0  0:6 GeV instead of 0.5 GeV. A stru ture fun tion with a steep in rease
at small x, su h as xfap (x)  x 0:5 , would have implied a disastrously steep in rease of
event rate with energy, but fortunately re ent NMC data disfavour su h a behaviour [43℄.
fast in rease of VMD and anomalous intera tion rates implies that, from around
ps The
 130 GeV, the total intera tion rate ex eeds the assumed total ross se tion. This is
not allowed, so some new aspe t of physi s should enter. One possibility would have been
if the implied amount of $ qq u tuations were to be ome large, i.e. if I ;res(2) =
I ;VMD(2) + I ;anom (2) were to be a signi ant fra tion of unity, or, equivalently, if
Z3  1 (eq. (84)). Then further u tuations would have been suppressed by unitarity: a
photon annot u tuate, on e more, by ! qq, at a time when it is already in a qq state.
Dire t, VMD and anomalous ross se tions would then all be redu ed by unitarization
e e ts, and the three event lasses would possibly be ome less distin t. However, as we
have already seen, Z3  1 for all s ales 2 of interest. There is then no reason to expe t
any large unitarization e e ts of the kind that would involve ross-talk between the event
lasses. We therefore have to seek understanding lass by lass.
The dire t event lass is integrated down to very small p? values, p? = O(p0). Hen e
the ross se tion is sensitive to the small-x behaviour of the proton PDFs fap(x; 2) at
those low 2  p2?. As mentioned above, standard parametrizations frozen at 20  5 GeV2
result in `reasonable' ross se tions, provided the input distribution fun tions fap(x; 20 )
are at. Here reasonable means that the dire t omponent stays with in reasing energy at
or below the 20% level that we demand at low energy. Our extension of the distribution
fun tions of the proton guarantees su h a behaviour for any given parametrization. So
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we do not onsider the ase of an exploding dire t ross se tion as would arise from steep
PDFs.
VMD ross se tions are hadroni ones, and there we know that the nave minijet ross
se tions explode. For this lass, unitarization is a hieved as outlined in se tion 3.2: in
hadron{hadron ollisions ea h hadron ontains a multitude of partons, and so an event
may well ontain several intera tions. The VMD high-p? intera tions form part of the
VMD non-di ra tive event lass, where
they arep unitarized together with VMD low-p?
p
events. The parametrizations of VMD(s) and nd (s) that we use already impli itly in lude
the e e ts of all required unitarization, to the best of our urrent knowledge of pp physi s.
The problem of the intera tion rate ex eeding the assumed total p ross se tion is
on e again illustratedp in Fig. 9, where the VMD jet rates have been unitarized within the
t and anomalous ontributions.
envelope given by VMD(s). On top of that omes the dire
p
p
If added at fa e value, this would amount to about tot ( s = 200)  210 b, where the
predi ted and observed number is  160 b. It is thus the remaining di eren e of 50 b
that needs to be `explained away'. For our main s enario, we will assume that the ex ess
p , although later we will onsider alternatives.
has to be ut out from anom
Could unitarization e e ts be at play, so that one single anomalous event ontains
several intera tions, as for VMD? Some su h e e ts should be expe ted, but we doubt
that they are large. The reason is that the anomalous lass of $ qq u tuations form
sparse systems of partons | they do not have the time to develop louds of soft gluons.
And it is the large number of su h soft gluons that is at the origin of the potentially large
rate of multiple intera tions in hadron{hadron ollisions. One spe ulative possibility
would be to have multiple intera tions in those (rare?) events where a small anomalous
state hits a `hot spot' [50, 16℄ in the proton, so that there is an enhan ed lo al density of
in oming partons.
So instead we propose another possible explanation. When we motivated the p?min 
1:3 GeV ut-o for hadron{hadron ollisions, it was related to the typi al ( olour orrelation) size of hadrons. An anomalous $ qq u tuation is more short-lived than a VMD
one, and should also have a smaller spatial extent. This would translate into a requireVMD . At 200 GeV, one
ment of a larger p?min ut-o for anomalous events, i.e. panom
?min > p?min
p
would require a panom
?min  2:2 GeV in orderpto arrive at the desired tot . The variation over
the energy range of interest, 10 GeV < s < 300 GeV, is reasonably well des ribed by
the ansatz
p
anom
(85)
panom
?s > p?min (s) = 1:5 + 0:0035 s ;
see Fig. 10, although this parti ular form of the energy dependen e should not be taken
too seriously.
The anomalous event rate ould also be suppressed in other ways, stemming from
anom
the same basi viewpoint. For instan e, instead of requiring panom
?s > p?e , one ould
anom
VMD
impose panom
?s > r p?e , e.g. with r  p?min (s)=p0  2:5. This translates into the hoi e
;anom
of stru ture fun tion arguments fa (x; p2?s=r2; p20), whi h gives a sensible ross se tion
over the above energy range. With this re ipe, the anomalous jet rate is redu ed at all
p? s ales, even if the redu tion is largest at small p?.
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6 The Models
6.1 The photon s enarios
The existen e of two photon omponents (VMD and dire t) is well established experimentally, a third one predi ted theoreti ally. Hen e we imagine the physi al photon as being
a superposition of three states, eq. (3). This des ription is only spe i ed on e we x their
relative proportions and pres ribe their intera tions with the target (the proton, in our
ase). In the previous se tions, we have des ribed the intera tions of the various photon
states with the proton, introdu ed the relevant s ales, and estimated the relative weights.
Our experimental inputs are the total p ross se tion at low energy, its value at high
energy (from a parametrization), data on di ra tive produ tion ( p ! V p and hp ! X p)
e e at low energies, and p and  PDF parametrizations. From this information
and on had
we have argued what we onsider as a `best estimate'. It is still useful (even ne essary)
to onsider some potential alternatives. In total we present ve models, whereof model I
is our standard s enario and II{V alternative ones. Some of the latter should be easy to
dis ard by omparison with data, while other may help sharpen the experimental tests.
 Model I: `standard'. This is the standard s enario already dis ussed. The VMD
ouplings 4 =fV2 are energy-independent. The VMD and dire t ross se tions are
then given, and the anomalous event rate has to be adjusted to ll up the total ross
se tion. This is done by a tuning of panom
?min (s), the lower p? ut-o of anomalous
pro esses, at any given .m. energy, eq. (85).
 Model II: `extreme anomalous'. If one wants to use one single ut-o for jet ross
VMD
se tions, namely the one found in hadroni ollisions, panom
?min (s) = p?min (s), then
a large rate of anomalous events is obtained. This ould only be a ommodated
within the total ross se tion if the VMD omponent is redu ed to make spa e |
the dire t omponent is too small to make the di eren e. One is thus lead to a
s enario with s-dependent VMD ouplings 4 =fV2 . All the properties of the VMD
lass remain | the 0 =!= fra tions, the de omposition into sub lasses, and the
properties of events (in luding multiple intera tions) | it is only the rate that
is redu ed. We in lude this s enario as an extreme in the dire tion of a photon
with minimal hadron-like omponent. Ultimately the anomalous ross se tion will
ex eed the total one, and then this s enario must break down (unless one nds large
unitarity orre tions for anomalous events).
 Model III: `unitarized'. In this s enario, no distin tion is made between hard
VMD and anomalous events. Instead a onventional photon stru ture fun tion
parametrization is used to al ulate a total jet rate, and this rate is unitarized with
VMD soft pro esses a ording to the standard multiple intera tions s enario. There
is only one p?min s ale, namely the smaller pVMD
?min one, so the s enario ontains
the maximal amount of jet produ tion. Compared with the standard s enario,
there are therefore more multiple intera tions, i.e. minimum bias events ontain
more a tivity than equivalent hadron{hadron ones. The dire t ross se tion is kept
un hanged, and the remaining part of the ross se tion is made up by the unitarized
VMD+anomalous events. The VMD ouplings lose their traditional sense in this
pi ture, and play no dire t r^ole for the jet rate. They still have to be used to de ne
the elasti and di ra tive event lasses; with some moderate amount of ambiguity,
we de ided to s ale up these by the same amount as the whole VMD+unitarized ross
se tion is s aled up ompared with the nave VMD one. This model is theoreti ally
+
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unsatisfying, be ause it la ks an underlying pi ture of the photon and be ause there
is no lear motivation for multiple intera tions in anomalous events. Sin e the
treatment of unitarity orre tions to anomalous events is not known, however, we
in lude this model as the alternative with maximal jet ross rates.
 Model IV: `no anomalous'. In this model, it is assumed that the photon has
no anomalous omponent at all, i.e. that there are only dire t and VMD events.
The VMD ouplings have to be made somewhat s-dependent, su h that the orre t
total ross se tion is obtained. By the absen e of anomalous events, the photon
has be ome more like a ve tor meson. Note that the anomalous omponent of the
photon has not yet been observed experimentally. A model ex luding an anomalous
part also does not ontradi t data on the photon stru ture fun tion, be ause of
the limited Q2 -range of two-photon experiments where F2 (x; Q2 ) is extra ted. Of
ourse, theoreti ally, we expe t the anomalous omponent, and in lude this model
mainly to help quantify how important the anomalous intera tions are.
 Model V: `pure VMD'. Here the philosophy of model IV is taken one step further: both dire t and anomalous events are absent. Everything is thus des ribed in
terms of VMD events, with the VMD ouplings appropriately s aled up and slightly
energy-dependent. Here p events are no di erent from 0 p ones. Of ourse, the
dire t omponent of the photon has been observed in two-photon physi s. But its
eviden e in (low-energy) photoprodu tion is very weak so far, seen only at highest p?. Note also that the pure VMD model does ontain partoni onstituents
and hen e gives rise to parton{parton s atterings. It is therefore not ne essarily in
ontradi tion with the observation of jets in two-photon physi s at AMY.
 Model VI: `everything else'. This one is here to remind you that the list of possibilities is by no means omplete. Here are two examples, whi h we have not studied
in detail:
1. `Large totp '. All the above models were onstrained to addp up to the same
total p ross se tion. However, there is no guarantee that tot (s) has to follow
the same kind of regularity as observed in hadron{hadron ollisions and used
as ansatz in eq. (19). The extreme value of totp = 210 b at ps = 200 GeV
VMD
(for panom
?min = p?min = 1:3 GeV) is almost ertainly already ex luded by HERA,
but a value of 170 or 180 b is not, given the large systemati al experimental
errors that exist. Su h rossp se tions ould easily be a ommodated in modi ed
versions of model I. A tot < 160 b or > 210 b would be less easy to
understand.
2. `Small dire t'. In models I{IV above, the dire t omponent is supposed to yield
the missing 20% between the (low-mass) VMD ross se tion and the observed
p ross se tion. In the spirit of GVD we an assume that this ontribution is
rather given by the high-mass hadroni u tuations of the photon, while the
dire t omponent is small. Sin e we anyhow assume perturbative QCD to be
valid down to p0 , we might as well lower the ut-o for the 2 !p2 s atterings
due to the anomalous photon omponent, i.e. take panom
? = p0 . At s = 10 GeV
we then obtain an anomalous ross se tion of about 12 b. Thus there is still
the need for a non-negligible dire t ontribution to the total p ross se tion.
Of ourse, as energy in reases the anomalous
ross se tion qui kly ex eeds the
p  200 b at ps = 200 GeV), so the ut-o panom has
total ross se tion (anom
?min
to be made energy-dependent (alternatively, unitarity orre tions have to be
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applied).
The models are illustrated graphi ally in Fig. 11.
6.2 From partons to events
In the pre eding se tions we have mainly dis ussed the behaviour of integrated ross
se tions. The di erential ross-se tion formulae are displayed, however, so impli itly it
should be lear how variables are to be distributed in the full multidimensional phase
spa e. But this only gives a des ription of the parton-level pro esses. In order to arrive
at omplete events, it is ne essary to add parton showers, beam remnants, fragmentation
and de ays. This has been performed with the help of the Pythia 5.6 [22, 23℄ and Jetset
7.3 [51, 23℄ event-generator programs. It would arry us too far to des ribe the physi s
aspe ts simulated in those programs. In the following we will therefore only try to give
the avour of it. Several new aspe ts were added to Pythia during the ourse of the
urrent work. Most are dire tly related to the dis ussions of the previous se tions, while
a few others are only mentioned below.
Not all event lasses an be generated simultaneously. It it therefore ne essary to
de ide whether to generate dire t, VMD or anomalous events in a run | a fourth ategory
also exists for unitarized VMD+anomalous events, as needed in model III. Further, the
p energy is assumed to be xed. (Re ently the possibility of varying energies has been
introdu ed.) The ross se tion of the lass is evaluated by the program, for VMD events
by virtue of the 4 =fV2 ouplings and the parametrized totV p ross se tions, for dire t and
anomalous by Monte Carlo integration of the intera tion ross se tions within uts p0 and
p?min , during the ourse of the run. These event lasses are only afterwards mixed in the
appropriate proportions to make up ea h one of the ve models presented above.
The dire t and anomalous event lasses are homogeneous, but for the VMD lass two
additional spe i ations must be made. Firstly, whether the ve tor meson V is 0, ! or ,
in proportions given by eq. (20). Se ondly, whether the event is elasti , single di ra tive
(V X or X p), double di ra tive or non-di ra tive, a ording to the partial ross se tions
dis ussed in se tion 4.
For elasti events, it is only ne essary to sele t the t variable to spe ify the hard
pro ess. The outgoing
ve
tor
meson
is
polarized.
The
0 !  +  de ay is therefore
performed with a sin2  angular distribution (with respe t to the dire tion of motion of
the 0 in the .m. frame). This distribution is also used in the 0 X single di ra tive nal
states. Currently ! and  are allowed to de ay isotropi ally.
In single and double di ra tion, the variables to be sele ted are t and the masses of
the di ra tive systems. All ne essary formulae, in luding kinemati al limits, are given in
se tion 4.4.
A light di ra tive system, with a mass less than 1 GeV above the mass of the in oming
parti le (the V mass for a ), is taken to de ay isotropi ally into a two-body state. Singleresonan e di ra tive states, su h as a +, are therefore not expli itly generated, but are
assumed to be des ribed in an average, smeared-out sense.
A more massive di ra tive system is subsequently treated as a string with the quantum
numbers of the original hadron. Sin e the exa t nature of the Pomeron ex hanged between
the hadrons is unknown, two alternatives are available. In the rst, the Pomeron is
assumed to ouple to (valen e) quarks, so that the string is stret hed dire tly between the
stru k quark and the remnant diquark (antiquark) of the di ra tive state. In the se ond,
the intera tion is rather with a gluon, giving rise to a `hairpin' on guration in whi h the
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string is stret hed from a quark to a gluon and then ba k to a diquark (antiquark). In
the urrent studies we have used the latter alternative, whi h gives a somewhat larger
multipli ity.
There is experimental support for more ompli ated s enarios [52℄, wherein the
pomeron has a partoni substru ture, whi h e.g. an lead to high-p? jet produ tion in
the di ra tive system. We have not onsidered su h a s enario; the mass of the typi al
di ra tive system is anyway suÆ iently low that su h a tivity should not signi antly
a e t average event shapes.
In non-di ra tive events, a sequen e of intera tions is generated in order of de reasing
p?, a ording to the di erential p? distribution in eq. (16). A probability distribution
in the number of intera tions is automati ally obtained. Events with no intera tions
be ome low-p? ones. Te hni ally they are handled as if originating from the ex hange of
a zero-momentum gluon between the two in oming hadrons. The two outgoing hadron
`remnants' therefore are olour o tets, i.e. they are onne ted by two olour triplet strings.
Ea h remnant is subdivided into one olour triplet and one antitriplet, e.g. p = u + ud0,
0 = d + d, whi h share the beam momentum a ording to some probability distribution,
and whi h are given some relative p? smearing of a few hundred MeV, as for the primordial
k?. Ea h of the two strings in the event is stret hed between a triplet in one remnant
and an antitriplet in the other. The two strings fragment independently of ea h other.
When a hard intera tion o urs, the two outgoing partons may develop nal-state
showers, i.e. initiate as ades of bran hings q ! q+g, g ! g+g, g ! q+q and, optionally,
q ! q + . Initial-state showers are also in luded, whereby the partons entering the hard
intera tion may be the end produ ts of showers initiated in the in oming hadrons. The
showers smear the kinemati s of the nave hard pro ess, and add partoni a tivity to the
nal state. Showers may be viewed as a rst approximation to the in uen e of higherorder matrix elements. Some further smearing is obtained by assigning a primordial k?
to the initial-state shower initiators, with the re oil taken by the beam remnants. The
olour ow is tra ed in the hard intera tion and in ea h step of the parton showers. All
the outgoing partons, from hard intera tion, initial- and nal-state showers, and beam
remnants, an thus be onne ted into a varying number of strings. Ea h string has a
quark, antiquark or diquark at the two ends, plus a varying number of gluons as energy
arrying kinks on the string in between.
If several hard intera tions o ur in an event, the hardest is treated as above. The
softer are handled with some simpli ations, be ause of te hni al reasons and limitations
in our physi s understanding. Thus no showers are in luded, and the olour ow is
simpli ed. The main e e t of multiple intera tions is to in rease the event a tivity at
entral rapidities, while the energy of the beam remnants is redu ed orrespondingly.
In dire t events, the full photon energy is deposited in the hard intera tion, and so
there is no photon beam remnant. The parton level thus onsists of two hard-s attered
partons and one proton beam remnant. The two outgoing partons may develop nalstate showers, while initial-state shower evolution is only possible on the proton side.
Primordial k? is in luded for the remnant. The olour ow of the pro ess is tra ed to give
a varying number of strings, whi h onne t the outgoing partons, in luding the proton
beam remnant.
In anomalous events, the QCD 2 ! 2 hard intera tion is rst sele ted. The outgoing
partons may shower, as before. The initial-state shower on the proton side is also standard.
On the photon side, one is required to tra e the initial-state shower from the QCD hard
intera tion at s ale p?s ba k to the initial ! qq bran hing at s ale p?e. This latter s ale
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is hosen logarithmi ally uniformly in the range ln p0 < ln p?e < ln p?s. With the lower
ut-o known beforehand, also the photon side initial-state shower may be generated by
the standard algorithm. It should be noted that our logarithmi ally even hoi e of p?e is a
simpli ation | it is reasonable in an average sense, but in a omplete pi ture one would
obtain some orrelation between the x at the hard intera tion and the p?e; this is too small
to worry about here. In the ! qq bran hing, if the q is the one going in towards the
hard intera tion, then q a ts as a kind of beam remnant, whi h takes the remaining energy
of the . The q and q are given (oppositely dire ted) transverse-momentum ki ks p?e,
whi h usually are larger than the primordial k? otherwise en ountered. The q remnant
ould also be allowed to develop a nal-state shower, from the s ale p?e downwards. This
has not yet been in luded, but sin e p?e normally is not all that large we do not expe t
this to be a serious short oming. The olour ow of the full pro ess is tra ed and used to
onne t up strings, whi h then fragment.
Many of the immediate string fragmentation produ ts are unstable, su h as 0, , K,
 , , D, et . All su h parti les are allowed to undergo the required de ays. The nal
state therefore onsists of those parti les that a good dete tor an be expe ted to observe,
without making use of any spe i vertex re onstru tion methods.
7 Predi tions
Sin e our model is available in the Pythia/Jetset event generator, a multitude of
experimental quantities of interest may be predi ted or ompared with data. Program
users an also interfa e the generated events to dete tor simulation routines for a detailed
understanding of what should be observed in a given dete tor. In this paper we will
therefore only give model results for a few measures, pi ked to illustrate the main features
of the event lasses and the ve models ppresented above.
All results are for HERA energies, s = 200 GeV for the p system. Events are
studied in their .m. frame. In a ordan e with HERA onventions, the in oming is
moving in the z dire tion and the in oming p in the +z one.
7.1 In lusive events
We begin by onsidering the in lusive sample of events. For ea h gure two frames
are given. The top one shows the event properties of four di erent groups separately,
(i) VMD elasti and di ra tive, (ii) VMD non-di ra tive, (iii) dire t and (iv) anomalous.
The bottom one ompares the ve models of se tion 6.1, i.e. basi ally di erent mixtures
of the omponents above. Note that the top gure is not omplete: the lass of anomalous
events with a low p?min ut-o (in model II) and the VMD+unitarized lass (in model III)
have been omitted so as not to lutter the gures too mu h. In both frames, normalization
is per event.
Figure 12 shows the `hard' p? s ale of the pro esses | an unobservable quantity, but
useful as a reminder of the basi hara ter of pro esses. Elasti and di ra tive events are
distributed a ording to exp(Bt) dt  p? exp( Bp2?) dp?. VMD non-di ra tive events
ontain low-p? ones at p? = 0 and high-p? ones above pVMD
?min = 1:3 GeV. The dire t and
anomalous pro esses are hard only, beginning at p0 = 0:5 GeV and panom
?min = 2:2 GeV,
respe tively.
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The total transverse energy of events, Fig. 13, and the harged multipli ity distribution, Fig. 14, are seen to be very losely related to ea h other. In a large part, this is
be ause all parti les a quire a typi al p? already as part of the fragmentation pro ess, so
that high multipli ities automati ally imply large E?. Thus dire t events, whi h la k a
photon beam remnant, have rather low n h and E?. And elasti events, with their very
small multipli ities, are bound to show up as a peak lose to E? = 0. There is also
some orrelation with the p?hard s ale of Fig. 12. For instan e, the larger p?hard of anomalous events implies a larger E?, but also more parti les produ ed in the fragmentation.
The VMD non-di ra tive events also re eive a ontribution from multiple intera tions |
most likely this is why the tail of this lass to large E? and n h ompares well with the
anomalous one, although the latter has a larger p?hard s ale.
Model II, with its large anomalous omponent, has a redu ed number of VMD elasti +di ra tive events, i.e. redu ed low- E? and -n h tails, and therefore generally
narrower distributions. Models IV and V are the opposite, with more VMD low- E?
events, although di eren es ompared with the standard are modest. Model III, with
VMD+anomalous unitarized, has the largest amount of multiple intera tions, and this
shows up in the enhan ed high- E? and -n h tails.
The rapidity distributions of transverse energy and of harged multipli ity share most
features, for reasons already noted, so we only show the former, Fig. 15. The general level
of a tivity has already been dis ussed, so the interesting aspe t is how the photon (y < 0)
and proton (y > 0) hemispheres of the event di er. The asymmetry is largest in the dire t
lass, where the full photon longitudinal momentum is taken by the two high-p? jets. The
typi al p? is not really all that high, however, so at least one of the two jets ends up at
a large negative rapidity. The peak for the other jet at y  0 is related to the stru ture
of the + q ! q + g matrix element. The VMD events are more symmetri , but one
observes that the photon, i.e. pion, stru ture fun tions are harder than the proton ones.
The asymmetry is even larger between the anomalous photon and the proton stru ture
fun tions, as should be. Therefore model II is also the one most tilted towards a tivity in
the photon hemisphere. Model III is surprisingly symmetri . This is related to the small-x
behaviour of the gluon stru ture fun tion of the photon, whi h is here Drees{Grassie. If
one instead uses Gordon{Storrow LO1 the distribution is markedly shifted towards the
photon hemisphere, although still not as mu h as in model II. The E? distribution is
not noti eably a e ted by this swit h of stru ture fun tions.
Navely one would expe t the absen e of a photon beam jet in dire t events to have
onsequen es for the energy ow in the photon dire tion. As is seen in Fig. 16, this is not
really the ase. The reason is that the lower ut-o for dire t pro esses, p0 = 0:5 GeV, is
not signi antly larger than the typi al primordial k? s ale of VMD events. This is better
shown in Fig. 17, where the p? of VMD and anomalous beam jets is ompared with the
p? of dire t events. The good news is that the VMD lass, on the one hand, and the
dire t and anomalous lasses, on the other, smoothly join ea h other | remember that
the step at p0 = 0:5 GeV is just a te hni al artefa t; one should rather think in terms of a
smooth threshold at around this s ale. This makes it redible that our model overs the
full range of events, without any double- ounting or holes. The bad news is that dire t
events lose their simple interpretation as high-p? ones without a photon beam remnant
| many dire t events are low-p? ones. Therefore the anomalous event lass is the one
with least energy ow in the photon dire tion: here the beam remnant has larger p? and
smaller energy. We will ome ba k to this issue later.
If all the harged parti les of an event are ordered in rapidity, y1 > y2 >    > yn,
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one may de ne a maximum rapidity gap by ymax = maxi(yi yi+1 ). The distribution of
this gap is found in Fig. 18. Not surprisingly, the elasti events show up as a sharp peak
at large values, while di ra tive events display a spe trum of values. This spe trum is
damped at the lower end, where the other lasses sit, so a smooth transition is a hieved
in the sum. The VMD non-di ra tive, dire t and anomalous events are all three rather
similar, so models mainly di er by the amount of elasti and di ra tive events, i.e. by
the e e tive 4 =fV2 ouplings. A study of rapidity gaps is thus one way to determine
the latter. Obviously it would be ne essary to ross- he k that the events with large gaps
also have the other properties expe ted in the model.
7.2 Jet events
We now turn the attention to jet events. Su h events are required to have at least one `jet'
with E?jet = E? > 10 GeV within a one size R = ()2 + ()2 < 1, as de ned
and found by the LUCELL algorithm [23℄.
The possibility of jet produ tion in di ra tive events has been negle ted, so the three
in lusive jet rates obtained are 0.108 b for VMD, 0.074 b for dire t and 0.375 b for
anomalous. We already see here the important r^ole played by the anomalous omponent.
The harged multipli ity distribution of jet events is shown in Fig. 19. Dire t events
have the lowest multipli ity, owing to the absen e of a photon beam remnant, while VMD
ones have the highest, owing to the presen e of multiple intera tions. In many respe ts
it is natural to view anomalous events as interpolating between the properties of VMD
events and those of dire t ones. The appearan e of the anomalous distribution in the
middle between the other two is therefore a pattern that we will see repeated. In this
sense jet event distributions are mu h more predi table than the in lusive ones. Among
the models, those with an enhan ed VMD omponent have larger multipli ity. Model III
also gains in multipli ity by the profuse multiple intera tions.
The transverse energy distribution in rapidity, dE?=dy, Fig. 20, shows the expe ted
behaviour learly. The dire t events are very asymmetri , tilted towards the side of the
event, with the anomalous ones a bit less so and the VMD ones rather entral. One should
ompare with Fig. 15, where the same pattern is present, but overlayed with additional
e e ts. Again model V, the pure VMD one, stands out.
The jet rate as a fun tion of pseudorapidity, Fig. 21, shows the same pattern, i.e.
the energy distribution dE?=dy is easily re ognized as oming from the jet a tivity. For
the bottom frame, the absolute ross se tion djet=d is given, so di eren es in both
shape and rate are visible. In parti ular, the importan e of the anomalous omponent is
apparent.
The jet rate as a fun tion of E?jet, Fig. 22, illustrates the di eren es in matrix elements
and stru ture fun tions. The matrix elements of dire t pro esses basi ally behave like
dp2?=p2?. Combined with the Æ(1 x) dire t stru ture fun tion, this gives the slowest dropo of jet rate. At suÆ iently large E?jet the dire t pro esses therefore always win out. The
VMD and anomalous pro esses both have a matrix element behaviour following dp2?=p4?,
but the anomalous photon stru ture fun tion is harder and is in reasing logarithmi ally
with p? s ale. Therefore VMD pro esses have the steepest E?jet variation. The bottom
frame of Fig. 22 is in absolute ross-se tion units, as in Fig. 21, and shows the same
di eren es between models.
The behaviour of the energy ow dE=d around the photon dire tion in in lusive
events, Fig. 16, was not quite the expe ted one. It is then omforting to note that the
q
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traditional pi ture is re overed in jet events, Fig. 23: the dire t events have no photon
beam jets, while the VMD ones do. The anomalous pro esses are in between. However,
this average behaviour does not tell the full story. Some anomalous events have their
`beam jets' at large angle and therefore look like dire t events (in this region), while
others have beam jets at small angle and look almost like VMD ones. Even the VMD
lass itself shows large u tuations from one event to the next, e.g. depending on how
mu h energy is arried away by the hard jets. As may be seen from Fig. 23, the energy
ow in the photon dire tion shows large di eren es between the models, and so is a very
useful quantity.
Finally, Fig. 24 shows the energy ow outside the jet ore, in the `pedestal', 1 
j jetj  2, j jetj  =2 [26℄. Dire t events are leanest, as should be expe ted.
Anomalous events re eive extra ontributions from the photon beam jet, and VMD ones
also from multiple intera tions. Here results are sensitive to the details of the multiple
intera tions s enario; if a model with varying impa t parameter is used, the VMD pedestal
E? will be even larger. Models do show a separation. In parti ular, in model III, with
anomalous+VMD unitarized, also would-have-been anomalous jets an have underlying
multiple intera tions, and so the typi al pedestal E? is larger than in model I.
7.3 Multijet events
Classi ation of events into a given number of jets is not unique, be ause of higher-order
QCD orre tions (parton showers), fragmentation, de ays, primordial k?, dete tor imperfe tions, ambiguities in jet- nding algorithms, and so on. An event nominally with two
high-p? partons may well be re onstru ted as a one-jet or as a three-jet event, depending
on ir umstan es. If we forget su h ompli ations for a moment, the various event lasses
have the following stru ture:
 Dire t events formally ontain two high-p? jets and one beam jet, 2 + 1 for short.
Be ause of the low ut-o s ale p0 the two `high-p?' jets very often appear as a
single beam jet in the forward dire tion, giving 0 + 2.
 VMD low-p? events are 0+2, while high-p? ones are 2+2. Multiple intera tions add
the possibility of further jet pairs, i.e. 4 + 2, 6 + 2, and so on. Multiple intera tions
ould also involve 3 ! 3 pro esses (one parton whi h onse utively s atters against
two partons from the other hadron) to give an odd number of jets, but this rate is
supposed to be lower and is negle ted here.
 An anomalous high-p? event is either 3 + 1 or 2 + 2, depending on whether the
photon `remnant jet' has a large or small p?. At lower p?, events appear as 1+2 or
0 + 2. Note that this is the only pro ess where there may be one single high-p? jet
already at a very nave parton level, sin e the p? re oil here an be split between
two other jets whi h ea h fall below the jet threshold.
It would seem that some simple jet ounting would give a handle on the three omponents. In parti ular, it would allow us to nd multiple intera tions in VMD events, simply
by looking for events with four or more jets. However, the smearing e e ts mentioned
above are very important; QCD showers, in parti ular, may easily give rise to additional
jets. Therefore the study of multiple intera tions is diÆ ult already in a purely hadroni
environment (i.e. at pp olliders). To this one must now add the dire t and anomalous
`ba kgrounds'. These latter have a less steep p? spe trum, whi h translates into an enhan ed possibility for a pair of two jets at large p? to shower into four jets of medium
large p?.
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To study multijet rates, we de rease the jet threshold to E?jet > 5 GeV and the
one size to R < 0:7. This gives the results in the upper half of Table 1. The parton
shower approa h ontains un ertainties, so absolute numbers should be taken with a
pin h of salt, but the general trend should be representative of what is to be expe ted.
As dis ussed above, the multijet rate in VMD events is in reased if one assumes variable
impa t parameters in the multiple intera tions s enario, be ause of the large importan e
of entral ollisions. Even so, there are more anomalous multijet events than VMD ones.
The multiple intera tion rate in reases in relative importan e if low-p? jets an be
observed. Therefore we also study a more extreme ase, lower half of Table 1, wherein
jets are allowed down to E?jet = 3 GeV, although one jet is still required to have E?jet >
5 GeV. This is probably as low as one an go, without having too many jets just from
u tuations in the fragmentation. Here the enhan ed multiple intera tions s enario and
the anomalous event lass give omparable numbers of events with four or more jets.
Cuts on beam jet stru ture and requirements of pairwise balan ing jets ould be used to
enhan e the multiple-intera tions signal relative to the ba kground.
7.4 Comments on model omparisons
We have shown a few examples of interesting event properties. Generally, di eren es
between the dire t, VMD and anomalous omponents are seen to be signi ant. When
the omponents are mixed in di erent proportions, however, di eren es may be more
quantitative than qualitative. One an therefore not point to one single plot and laim
that a measurement of that one is enough to pin down the right model. Understanding
will be gained by a study of many di erent observables. Some models may be ex luded
by one observable, others by another. For instan e, ompared with our favoured s enario,
 model II has a di erent harged multipli ity distribution (Fig. 14) and a di erent
energy ow in the photon dire tion (Fig. 16),
 model III has a larger harged multipli ity (Fig. 14), a larger energy ow in the
photon dire tion (Fig. 23) and a larger pedestal E? (Fig. 24),
 model IV has a larger multipli ity in jet events (Fig. 19), a smaller jet rate (Figs. 21
and 22) and a di erent energy ow in the photon dire tion (Fig. 23), and
 model V is the one most di erent, in parti ular with respe t to jet events.
One should keep in mind that our model does ontain several un ertainties whi h,
without invalidating any approa h as su h, still tends to make absolute predi tions diÆult. For instan e, jet rates may need to be s aled up or down by an e e tive K -fa tor,
i.e. by e e ts of higher orders (some of whi h may be ontained in the parton shower
des ription, but not all). Therefore tuning may be ne essary, whereby some key quantities are seen to agree, before a model an be used to predi t other observables. This will
be a longer task. Probably many studies will be based on orrelations between various
observables, or on events within spe i uts, rather than on the in lusive distributions
shown in this paper.

8 Con lusions and Outlook
If this paper is long, it is for a good reason: p physi s is far from simple. This nontriviality means that photoprodu tion physi s at HERA has the potential of be oming
very fruitful. At the end of the day, we may hope to have a mu h better understanding of
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the stru ture of a high-energy photon and its intera tions with hadrons. The extra tion
of relevant quantities from the multihadroni p samples is going to be a demanding task,
however. It may be just about impossible without the guidan e of models whi h, however
imperfe t, are still omprehensive and realisti enough to predi t the bulk of observable
physi s. We have in this paper presented the rst omplete model that ontains the dire t
and hadron-like intera tions of the photon with protons and aims at a smooth mat hing
of soft and hard intera tions. It would be next to a mira le if this parti ular s enario
survived without a need for further re nements, but at least our model might be a good
starting point. We have also given alternatives, to illustrate how experimental information
would help distinguish the details of the underlying physi s.
It is useful to summarize the highlights of our model. Firstly, we have developed a
number of tools:
 New parametrizations of p and pp=pp elasti , single di ra tive and double di ra tive ross se tions, in both di erential and integrated form.
 A s heme for extending any given proton stru ture fun tion parametrization into
the regions of small x and/or 2 .
 A new parametrization of the photon stru ture fun tion, in whi h the VMD and
anomalous parts are learly separated.
Se ondly, we have emphasized a number of on epts, some of them new:
 The superposition of the physi al photon state, made up of dire t, VMD and anomalous omponents, eq. (3).
 The intera tions of ea h of the states with hadrons.
 The stru ture of omplete nal state for ea h ase, in luding predi tions for the
photon remnants.
 Mat hing of the three event lasses and predi tion of their relative weights.
 A low transverse-momentum ut-o s ale p0  0:5 GeV to distinguish perturbative
qq verti es (dire t, anomalous) from non-perturbative ones (VMD).
 Unitarization of the VMD jet rate, i.e. the possibility of having multiple parton{
parton intera tions in an event.
 Non-unitarization of anomalous events. Here the jet rate is instead kept in he k by
the assumption of a smaller spatial extent of anomalous $ qq u tuations than
of VMD ones, whi h translates into di erent p?min ut-o s.
One should not be blind to the un ertainties of this modelling. Here is a list of only
a few:
 Our model is a probabilisti one. Would a more sophisti ated amplitude-level des ription lead to observable interferen e e e ts?
 How far an a VMD ansatz be trusted, i.e. how losely does a `VMD 0' agree with
a `true 0 ' in its properties, su h as stru ture fun tions?
 The 4=fV2 VMD ouplings are essential for our des ription, and yet their experimental determination is un ertain by a fair amount. It is highly desirable to measure
the rea tions p ! V p at high energies, in parti ular to establish (or disprove) their
energy independen e.
 The nave pomeron language leads to in onsisten ies for elasti and di ra tive event
rates. How reliable are our proposed modi ations?
 Can one really use perturbation theory to des ribe jet produ tion down to transverse
momenta as low as p0  0:5 GeV?
 If so, how reliable is our proton stru ture fun tion extension in this region?
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 How large are higher-order orre tions to jet rates? Is the parton-shower approxi-

mation suÆ iently good?
 Does unitarization really work the same way in VMD pro esses as in pp intera tions?
 How mu h is our pro edure, to determine panom
?min (s) from `what is left' in the ross
se tion, based on wishful thinking?
 Should p?min ut-o s ales be energy-dependent or not?
 Have we missed some important lass of events?
Furthermore, our attempt has been to over all major kinds of events, as required for a
study of in lusive event samples. The ip side of the oin is that we have not spent mu h
time on problems of ex lusive event types. Some issues have only partly been in luded,
as harm produ tion, or not at all, as jet produ tion in di ra tive events. The program
therefore has its limits.
Clearly, many issues remain to be answered experimentally. A rst round in ludes the
following:
 What is totp (s)?
 Is there eviden e for ea h of the three proposed event lasses?
 If so, what is the relative omposition of event lasses?
 Can the di erent p? ut-o s ales be determined experimentally?
 Is there eviden e for multiple intera tions in VMD events? Might it even be present
in anomalous events ( f. hot spots)?
 What is the stru ture of the photon remnant in the di erent event lasses?
As these questions are answered, no doubt they will be repla ed by others, of in reasing
omplexity.
For the future, we see two obvious areas of further study. One is the transition from
photoprodu tion to deep inelasti s attering. Our model only overs the Q2  m2 limit.
The other is the appli ation of our photon pi ture to events. Here data already exist
from PETRA, PEP and TRISTAN, although typi al masses are rather small. LEP II
and future linear e+ e olliders (the latter maybe even with dedi ated modes based on
ba k-s attered laser beams) should make it possible to perform mu h more pre ise tests.
The study of photon physi s should therefore ontinue to be a ri h eld, theoreti ally and
experimentally.
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Table
Table 1: Ex lusive jet ross se tions. The rst three olumns are for VMD events,
without multiple intera tions or with them in standard s enario or in s enario with
enhan ed rate due to varying impa t parameters. The next two olumns are for
dire t and anomalous events, and the last one for the VMD+unitarized omponent
of model III. The latter ould be ombined with either multiple intera tions s enario;
here we have used the standard one.
VMD, multiple intera tions = Dire t Anomalous Unitarized
none standard enhan ed
VMD+anom.
Ea h jet has E?jet > 5 GeV in R < 0:7 one
1 jet 0.75 0.97
1.20
0.20
1.69
2.78
2 jets 0.20 0.26
0.33
0.15
0.67
0.90
3 jets 0.024 0.027
0.042
0.024
0.15
0.12
4 jets 0.001 0.003
0.004
0.002
0.022
0.012
5 jets 0.000 0.000
0.000
0.000
0.002
0.001
One jet has E?jet > 5 GeV, the rest have E?jet > 3 GeV, R < 0:7 one
1 jet 0.25 0.31
0.37
0.054
0.52
0.82
2 jets 0.45 0.56
0.66
0.21
1.08
1.68
3 jets 0.13 0.18
0.25
0.072
0.52
0.65
4 jets 0.021 0.030
0.084
0.013
0.14
0.18
5 jets 0.003 0.007
0.026
0.002
0.029
0.032
6 jets 0.000 0.001
0.004
0.000
0.004
0.008

[b℄
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Figure aptions
Fig. 1 A photon may u tuate into qq pairs. Low-virtuality u tuations are nonperturbative and give intermediate VMD states, while high-momentum u tuations are perturbatively des ribed.
Fig. 2 Contributions to hard p intera tions: a) dire t, b) VMD, and ) anomalous.
Only the basi graphs are illustrated; additional partoni a tivity is allowed in
either ase.
p (s),
Fig. 3 The total p ross se tion totp (s), top full urve, and the VMD one VMD
full urve below that. Within the VMD ross se tion, the various omponents
are separated by dashed lines, from bottom to top: elasti , single di ra tive
(V X ), single di ra tive (X p), double di ra tive, and non-di ra tive.
Fig. 4 S hemati pi ture of how the (x; 2) plane is subdivided into four di erent
regions for our extension of the standard proton stru ture fun tions. See text
for details.
Fig. 5 The g, d, u and s stru ture fun tions of the proton. The full line is for MRS S0
at 2 = 20 = 5 GeV2, dashed our modi ed behaviour at the same s ale, and
dash-dotted our extension to 2 = 0:5 GeV2 .
Fig. 6 The g, d, u and s stru ture fun tions of the photon at 2 = 5 GeV2 . The
full line is for fa ;res of Drees{Grassie, whi h should be ompared with the
sum of fa ;VMD (based on Owens 1 for the +), dashed, and fa ;anom of S huler,
dash-dotted.
2
Fig. 7 The integrals I ;res(2), top gure, and I[0;res
:2;0:8℄ ( ), bottom one. The dashed
urve is for fa ;VMD and the full one for fa ;VMD + fa ;anom in our approa h. The
various symbols show orresponding results for a number of photon stru ture
fun tion sets: GRV LO lled squares, GS LO1 open triangles, GS LO2 diamonds, DG lled ir les, LAC 2 open ir les, LAC 1 stars, LAC 3 open squares
and DO lled triangles (order from bottom to top at right edge of top gure).
Some parametrizations are not valid all the way down to 1 GeV2, and therefore
appear at at small 2.
Fig. 8 Hard intera tion rate as a fun tion of .m. energy. The top dashed urve
gives the total intera tion rate, with the intermediate dashed ones separating
the three omponents, from the bottom VMD, dire t and anomalous. For
referen e, the full urve is the total ross se tion, f. Fig. 3.
Fig. 9 Event rates as a fun tion of .m. energy. Curves as in Fig. 3. In addition the
top two dashed urves represent VMD+dire t and VMD+dire t+anomalous.
Same p?min ut-o in VMD and anomalous events.
Fig. 10 Curves as in Fig. 9, but with larger p?min ut-o in anomalous events, panom
?min >
VMD
p?min .
Fig. 11 The ve (six) s enarios for event omposition dis ussed in the text.
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Fig. 12

Fig. 13
Fig. 14
Fig. 15
Fig. 16
Fig. 17
Fig. 18
Fig. 19
Fig. 20
Fig. 21
Fig. 22
Fig. 23
Fig. 24

Event rate as a fun tion of the hard p? s ale of pro esses (unobservable).
Top gure: VMD elasti +di ra tive dotted, VMD non-di ra tive full, dire t
dashed, anomalous dash-dotted.
Bottom gure: model I full, model II dash-dotted, model III dashed, model
IV large dots, model V dotted.
Distribution of the total transverse energy E? of events. Notation as in
Fig. 12.
Charged-multipli ity distribution. Notation as in Fig. 12.
Transverse-energy distribution as a fun tion of rapidity, dE?=dy. Notation as
in Fig. 12.
Energy ow dE=d around the photon dire tion. Notation as in Fig. 12.
Transverse momentum of `remnant' jet on the parton level (unobservable).
Notation as in Fig. 12.
Largest rapidity gap present between two harged parti les in an event. Notation as in Fig. 12.
Charged-multipli ity distribution of jet events.
Top gure: VMD non-di ra tive full, dire t dashed, anomalous dash-dotted.
Bottom gure: model I full, model II dash-dotted, model III dashed, model
IV large dots, model V dotted.
Transverse-energy distribution as a fun tion of rapidity, dE?=dy, for jet events.
Notation as in Fig. 19.
Jet rate as a fun tion of jet pseudorapidity. Notation as in Fig. 19.
Jet rate as a fun tion of jet transverse energy. Notation as in Fig. 19.
Energy ow dE=d around the photon dire tion in jet events. Notation as in
Fig. 19.
Total transverse energy in the `pedestal', 1  j jetj  2, j jetj  =2,
of jet events. Notation as in Fig. 19.
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